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Abstract
The constant technological advances in integrated circuits and electronic systems experi-
enced over the last few years have resulted in large temperature gradients. These can dam-
age electronic devices. Current cooling methods are unable to cope with highly demanding
applications such as military systems. Furthermore, for applications in which failure is not
an option, a lack of suﬃcient thermal management can be a limiting factor in the design
and addition of functionality.
The aim of this research project is to provide possible solutions to the overheating of
electronics. Following an in depth review of the state-of-the-art in cooling technologies,
we have identified nanofluidics and nanofluids as promising candidates for thermal man-
agement. However, systems characterised by such small dimensions are governed by sur-
face phenomena. Sometimes, continuum computational methods such as Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are inadequate in providing a detailed description of such eﬀects.
Instead, molecular methods, such as Molecular Dynamics (MD), study systems at a higher
resolution and can potentially provide a more accurate understanding of such systems.
This thesis uses MD to understand how the thermodynamic properties of liquids and
nanofluids are modified by spatial restrictions. An important finding is that heat is trans-
ferred diﬀerently in confined and unconfined liquids. Following this realisation, an analysis
of the system parameters is carried out to understand how to optimise the heat conductance
of such systems. We also consider confined nanofluids. Diﬀerent materials are modelled
and compared with respect to their possible practical use as thermal management agents.
The thermodynamic behaviour discovered has not been described elsewhere and has
potentially high practical importance. Although in its infancy, we believe that it can even-
tually provide a framework for the design of eﬃcient cooling devices.
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C H A P T E R 1
Introduction
1.1 Passive Thermal Management
The constant demand for ever more sophisticated functionality in electronic systems has led
to technological advances at an unprecedented rate. These developments often result in the
generation of large heat fluxes, which increase the temperature of systems. In turn, this can
potentially have devastating eﬀects on their correct function—and even cause permanent
damage. Removing excess heat is therefore a crucial aspect of the design and correct
operation of devices.
Thermal Management refers to the regulation of a system’s temperature to acceptable
levels. A naive solution is to use pumps to increase fluid flow over the heated surface. Up
to a point this can be eﬀective. However, the additional consumption of power is often
undesirable. Most research focuses on passive thermal management: cooling methods
with no additional energy requirements. Such techniques attempt to increase heat transfer
by exploiting the intrinsic properties of materials and optimising the geometrical structure
of the devices.
Historically, simple heat sinks using conventional materials (e.g. copper) have been
adequate in cooling down most devices. For more demanding applications, liquid cooling
(instead of air cooling) could deal with the associated heat fluxes. However, as systems—
particularly military systems where generation of heat can reach up to 1000W/mK—become
increasingly demanding, traditional materials and methods have proven ineﬀective. Fur-
thermore, in applications such as avionics, failure is unacceptable, rendering thermal man-
agement of paramount importance in the design of the avionics bay.
This urgent need for thermal management has kindled interest into research investig-
ating possible solutions. The current investigation starts with a review of the literature to
identify promising directions for improving heat transfer. Following this review, we focus
on liquid cooling using nanofluids and flows through nanochannels.
1
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1.2 Micro and Nano Flows
Micro and nanofluidics refer to fluids enclosed in geometries of micro and nano-meter-sized
dimensions. Many disciplines, ranging from biomedicine [15–18] to electronics [19], use
such structures. Furthermore, the invention of microchannel heat sinks [20] has promoted
micro- and nano-flows for thermal management.
For engineering purposes, a large percentage of studies attempt to optimise the geo-
metry of heat exchangers, assuming knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of the
materials used. However, studies have shown that under severe confinement phenomena
at the solid-liquid interface become increasingly important[21–23] and distort such mac-
roscopic assumptions. Traditional models based on the Navier-Stokes equations tend to
ignore such eﬀects, or at best treat them based on empirical experimental observations
[24, 25]. As a result they are inadequate for micro and nanofluidic systems [26–28]. The
elusive nature of micro- and nano-flows, as well as the wide spectrum of possible applica-
tions has been a topic of academic interest over the last few decades.
1.3 Nanofluids
Nanofluids are suspensions of solid particles of nanometer-sized diameters in some fluid.
They have been of keen interest recently as potential candidates for thermal management.
Experimental studies on the heat transfer properties of nanofluids [29–31] observed thermal
conductivities far exceeding those predicted by classical, eﬀective-medium-based approx-
imations [32, 33] which treat properties of composites as an average of those of their con-
stituents, taking into account their volume fractions.
In an attempt to bridge theory and experiment, a number of disparate, speculated theor-
ies have arisen [12, 34–39], all of which have their advocates and critics. To date, there is a
lack of consensus as to the heat transfer mechanisms that enhance the thermal conductivity
of nanofluids beyond the realms captured by Fourier’s laws and eﬀective medium theory.
It is therefore an open topic of significant academic and industrial interest.
1.4 Modelling fluids and nanofluids
Fluid dynamics have long been modelled using the Navier-Stokes equations. Their success
in the design and optimization of macroscopic structures and devices (e.g. aircraft, automo-
biles, buildings) have established them as an eﬀective method for studying fluid flow. This
approach is based on the assumption of a continuum fluid which is in equilibrium within a
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very small volume, a premise reasonable at larger scales. However, the restriction of fluids
to nanometer-sized characteristic dimensions is accompanied by phenomena at interfaces
such as large gradients which compromise the continuum assumptions.
Atomic scale simulation techniques such as Molecular Dynamics (MD) and the Monte
Carlo (MC) method have proven eﬀective in delineating, from first principles, the physical
mechanisms that govern such systems. They have assisted in the resolution of discrepan-
cies between experimental results and macroscopic computational models. Furthermore,
the computational nature of these methods permits access to information unavailable in ex-
periments. Such data can provide important details of the behaviour of the system rather
than just calculating macroscopic properties.
The main disadvantage of atomic-scale simulation methods is their computational ex-
pense, which, despite various optimisation techniques, still increases dramatically with
the number of atoms in the system. Complications arise in micro-flows where the non-
homogeneities and interfacial eﬀects of nano-flows are still evident, rendering continuum
mechanics insuﬃcient tools, while the system size is still outside the practical scope of
MD.
This blend of diﬃculties in such systems renders the independent use of either con-
tinuum or atomistic methods insuﬃcient or practically impossible. To account for this,
mesoscale and Hybrid Molecular/Continuum Methods (HMCM) have been of academic
interest for over two decades now. These attempt to bridge the two types of model into
a synergy which allows for an accurate calculation of the properties of the system at an
acceptable computational cost. Mesoscale models (e.g. lattice Boltzmann method, dissip-
ative particle dynamics) comprise a single solver of intermediate resolution. This is usually
achieved by introducing pseudo-particles that represent a large number of real atoms or
molecules. Instead HMCM utilize both, a molecular and a continuum solver exchanging
information. The main idea is that the simulation uses the expensive molecular component
for small regions (decoupling length-scales) or limited amount of time (decoupling time-
scales). Figure 1.1 pictorially demonstrates the time and length scales in which atomistic,
continuum and hybrid methods are used.
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Figure 1.1: Representation of various computational methods for modelling fluids based on the
length and timescales of the system
Although HMCM approaches are of greater practical use, at this stage our main ob-
jective is a deepen understanding of the physical behaviours and trends that the systems of
interest exhibit. Therefore, the investigations carried out in this PhD concentrate solely on
molecular computations, leaving hybrid based approaches as a necessary future endeavour.
1.5 Aims and Objectives
This PhD project started as a general study in passive cooling of electronic systems. As
part of a larger project funded by BAE Systems, the top-level objective was to propose pos-
sible solutions to the overheating of electronics. Therefore, the mixed academic-industrial
nature of this PhD required research which is both challenging, novel, and scientifically
interesting, as well as having a direct vision as to its potential use.
The aims of the project are broken down as follows:
• Clearly identify the various cooling methods currently available as well as appreciate
promising future candidates.
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• Prepare computational models and design experiments to accurately study the cool-
ing capacity of various technologies.
• Study the identified cooling technologies and clearly propose methods to improve
current thermal management tools. These suggestions must be justified by computa-
tional and experimental results.
The objectives of the project are:
• Carry out a critical review of the literature in the broad field of thermal management.
This should enable an educated convergence of the initially generic topic towards a
focal point of study. The documentation of the findings of this review should also
serve as a broad guide to promising cooling technologies.
• Develop relevant computational models in accordance with state-of-the-art method-
ologies as presented in the literature. In retrospect, this involved the development of
MD models for nanoflows and nanofluids as well as accurate statistical techniques
for obtaining meaningful data from the simulations.
• Design and conduct experiments to showcase the applicability of nanofluids in the
context of thermal management. The experimental results have been presented to
BAE Systems and have proven to be crucial for the industrial purposes of the project.
However, their academic substance is limited and therefore this thesis will not include
information on the experimental work carried out.
• Use the high performance computing facilities at Cranfield University to perform
computer simulations on nanofluids and confined liquids
• Study the results of the computer simulations and provide a qualitative understanding
of the physical behaviour of nanofluids and quantify how various circumstances and
parameters can enhance their cooling capabilities
1.6 Publications
During the period of this PhD project, three conference papers have been written and
presented. In addition, four papers have been prepared which will be submitted to peer-
reviewed journals
• Conferences
– M. Frank and D. Drikakis, “Investigation of the thermal conductivity of aWater-
Copper nanofluid confined in a graphene nano-channel”, Microfluidics confer-
ence, Limerick, Ireland, 2014
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– M. Frank, N. Asproulis and D. Drikakis “Thermal Conductivity of Nanofluids
in Nanochannels” Micro and Nano Flows (MNF), London, UCL, 2014
– M.Frank, and D. Drikakis “Advances and challenges in computational research
of micro and nano flows” Micro and Nano Flows (MNF), London, UCL, 2014
– M. Frank, D. Drikakis, N. Asproulis “Thermal behaviour of nanofluids confined
in nanochannels” Micro and Nano Flows (MNF), London, UCL, 2014
• Journals (Under review)
– M. Frank, D. Drikakis “Thermal Conductivity of Nanofluids in Nanochannels”
Microfluidics and Nanofluidics
– M.Frank, and D. Drikakis ”Advances and challenges in computational research
of micro and nano flows” Microfluidics and Nanofluidics
• Journals (In preparation for submission)
– M. Frank, D. Drikakis and N. Asproulis, “Crystal-like heat transfer of liquids
in nanochannels”
– M. Frank and D.Drikakis “Density eﬀects on the ballistic heat transfer of con-
fined liquids”
– M. Frank, N. Asproulis and D. Drikakis “Thermal properties of a Water-Copper
nanofluid in a graphene channel”
– M. Kio, M. Frank, D. Drikakis, N. Asproulis and László Könözsy, “Mass and
stiﬀness eﬀects on thermal resistance at the solid-liquid interface of nanofluidic
channels”
1.7 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 provides an overview of some of the most commonly researched areas for passive
thermal management. Due to the general nature of the PhD, this review was an integral
part of the project. Covering a relatively broad area of topics, it has guided the selection of
specific areas to be investigated in depth. Additionally, it can be used independently as an
introduction to eﬀective thermal management techniques.
Chapter 3 provides the reader with information necessary for understanding and appre-
ciating the models and results of this investigation. We have tried to keep this section as
short as possible and it is by no means a detailed description of the disciplines included
(i.e. crystallography, chemistry, statistical mechanics). Various subsections suggest rel-
evant textbooks for a more detailed study. Although the topics discussed might initially
seem disparate, they are all directly relevant to this thesis. The only exception to this is
the section on the Monte Carlo simulations. Although the method has not been employed
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here, we believe that a brief description is required to justify our decision to use Molecular
Dynamics instead.
Chapter 4 describes the Molecular Dynamics studies on the thermal behaviour of con-
fined liquids. The mechanism of heat transfer is identified to be diﬀerent from that of
unrestricted liquids. The remainder of the chapter describes how the system parameters
can be altered to enhance the thermal conductivity of liquids in nanochannels.
Chapter 5 describes the Molecular Dynamics studies on the thermal behaviour of con-
fined nanofluids. Two diﬀerent nanofluids are studied. The first is a copper-argon nano-
fluid confined in idealised solid walls. The second is a copper-water nanofluid confined in
graphene-based walls. These are initially investigated independently. The chapter however,
concludes by drawing a line between the two indicating how the relationship of the mater-
ials used in the system can aﬀect its thermal behaviour. We would like to mention that the
research described in this section preceded that of chapter 4. In fact, some of the findings
in this section directed our interest into the thermal behaviour of pure liquids (rather than
nanofluids) under confinement. However, it is our opinion that this is a much more natural
sequence to present our findings.
Chapter 6 wraps up this thesis by briefly stating its findings collectively. We appreciate
that our research covers novel concepts that are still unresolved. Here we also list the next
steps required to elevate these theoretical concepts to useful practices.
C H A P T E R 2
Thermal Management
2.1 Heat Transfer
The atoms and molecules of a system in equilibrium at a temperature above absolute zero
are moving and colliding with each other stochastically. As the temperature rises, the
motion becomes more vibrant and the collisions more violent. We refer to the kinetic and
potential energy of a system due to its temperature as thermal energy.
Heat transfer is the transfer of thermal energy. This is not to be confused with the work
done onto a system, where energy is transferred along with the collective, ordered motion
of the atoms (rather than stochastic motion from collisions). The fundamental mechanisms
of heat transfer are:
• Heat Conduction
• Convection
• Radiation
The following sections briefly describe these means of heat transfer.
2.1.1 Heat Conduction
Heat conduction is the transfer of energy across a system (or between systems in contact)
in the presence of a temperature gradient. Atoms exchange energy by interacting with each
other. The interactions might be direct atomic or molecular collisions, by transmission and
absorption of electrons and through lattice vibrations.
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Macroscopically, heat conduction is calculated using Fourier’s law which is given by
q = −λ∇T (2.1.1)
where q is the heat flux vector; λ is the thermal conductivity of the material; T is the
temperature; and ∇T is the temperature gradient. The thermal conductivity is an intrinsic
property of a material quantifying how eﬃciently heat is transferred through it.
In a fluid, heat is mostly transferred through direct collisions of atoms and molecules.
Under a temperature gradient, the particles in regions of higher temperature are moving vi-
olently, colliding with the more relaxed particles in cooler regions. Each collision transfers
some energy in the form of heat. This continues until the system has reached thermal equi-
librium. For ideal gases the thermal conductivity is often described using kinetic theory
by
λ =
ρ ⟨v⟩ ℓCv
3NA
(2.1.2)
where ρ is the number density of the liquid, defined as the number of liquid particles in
a unit of volume; v is the velocity; and ⟨v⟩ is the average velocity, directly related to the
temperature; ℓ is the Mean Free Path (MFP) of the particle, characterising the average
distance travelled by the particles in between collisions; Cv is the specific heat at fixed
volume; and NA is Avogadro’s number which is approximately equal to 6.0221×1023mol−1
In metals, the main energy carriers are the electrons. The atomic structure of metals is
characterised by delocalised electrons which are free to move between atoms. Under a tem-
perature gradient the electrons in hotter regions have greater energy. These move to cooler
regions transferring heat with them. Models, such as the free electron gas model, often
describe the electrons in metals as a fluid moving over the positively charged cores. Un-
der a temperature gradient, the electrons travelling from hotter regions have higher thermal
energy than those in cooler regions.
Finally, in many non-metallic solids where electrons are not a significant energy carrier,
uniform lattice oscillations transfer both kinetic and potential energy. Quantum mechanic-
ally, such atomic vibrations are often described by quasi-particles referred to as phonons.
2.1.2 Convection
Convective heat transfer is the transfer of energy through the bulk motion of a fluid. Owing
to the usually low thermal conductivity of liquids and gases, convection is usually the
dominant form of heat transfer in these states of matter.
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2.1.3 Radiation
Radiation is the transfer of heat via electromagnetic waves. As matter heats up, the motion
of its charged particles emits photons transferring energy over long distances. This means
of heat transfer can even occur through a vacuum.
2.2 Conventional Heat Exchangers
2.2.1 Heat Sinks
A commonly used component for cooling electronic devices is the heat sink; a generic
name for a device that conducts heat from its source and dissipates it into some fluid me-
dium where it is removed through natural or forced convection. The eﬃciency of a heat
sink is measured by its ability to transfer heat away from the device. It depends on vari-
ous factors such as the materials used, the velocity and temperature of the fluid around it
and geometrical design factors aiming to decrease the thermal resistance. In addition to
eﬃciency, the cost, weight and volume of heat sinks are of critical importance for many
applications [1].
The first consideration in the design of a heat sink is the choice of its material. Diﬀerent
materials possess a wide range of thermal conductivities (figure 2.1). As far as eﬃciency is
concerned the higher the thermal conductivity the better. However, ease of manufacturing
and application-specific constraints such as weight, space availability, power consumption,
flow conditions and cost, often rule out many promising options. An example is diamond.
Its thermal conductivity of 22000 W/mK is roughly five times that of copper. However its
cost renders it a very impractical material for use in most thermal management applications.
Furthermore copper, a material frequently used for cooling devices, is a relatively heavy
metal. It is therefore not the optimal choice for applications such as aeronautics and the
automotive industry, where additional weight is undesirable [1]. Therefore, aluminium
alloys are often the choice of preference for thermal management devices in these fields.
Regardless of the extremely low thermal conductivity of plastic, which is roughly
0.2W/mK, its low cost, weight and ease of manipulation and manufacture tantalizes engin-
eers in thermal management. Studies on plastic composites have shown that traces of highly
conductive materials, such as graphene fibres, can increase the conductivity of plastics up
to 100 W/mK, a value comparable with that of aluminium [1].
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Figure 2.1: Thermal conductivity of heat sink materials. Reproduced from [1]
Phase-Change Materials (PCM) have also been used in the design of heat sinks [40,
41]. The idea is that during the melting of the material, much of the provided heat is
used to change the state of matter rather than increasing its temperature. However, the
thermal advantage provided lasts only during the melting period. It is therefore eﬀective in
applications where heat is generated within a small time-frame. Hybrid solutions have been
considered in which only part of the heat sink is immersed in the PCM [40]. During periods
of low convection, the PCM stores heat keeping the system temperature low. During higher
flow rates, the conventional part of the heat sink is operational and can even cool down and
re-solidify the PCM.
The geometrical design of the heat sink also contributes towards its thermal perform-
ance. The addition of fins, protuberances on the surface of the heat sink, can greatly reduce
the thermal resistance of the system by exposing a greater surface area to the fluid medium.
This, however, increases the pressure drop within the system, causing a reduction in flow
velocity [1]. Therefore, an optimal design is achieved by carefully balancing heat transfer
and fluid flow properties of the system. Analytical models [42, 43] have been introduced to
evaluate the most eﬃcient configuration of fins. These take into account the dimensions of
fins as well as the materials they are made of.
The obvious bottleneck of traditional finned heat sinks is the low thermal conductivity
of air. Liquids such as water, which possess higher thermal conductivities than air, are
often employed as the fluid medium. Micro-channel heat sinks (figure 2.2a), in which
a liquid is pumped through channels of micrometer-sized characteristic dimensions, have
been increasingly used since their invention [20]. As with fin heat sinks, the design of the
micro channels is a compromise between thermal resistance and pressure drop. Various
analytical [44–46] and numerical [47, 48] methods have been introduced to optimise the
dimensions of the channels to achieve maximum thermal performance.
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(a)Micro-channel heat sink
(b)Micro-pin fin heat sink (c) Staggered micro-pin fin heat sink
Figure 2.2: Cross-section of some heat sink designs. The micro-channel heat sink (2.2a) has con-
tinuum grooves through which the liquid can flow. Instead, micro-pin fin heat sinks can have dis-
crete protuberances exposing a greater surface area to the fluid. These can be either aligned (2.2b)
or staggered (2.2c)
Micropumps, pumps that operate in the micro-meter range, can potentially overcome
the pressure drops resulting from frictional forces in microchannels [49]. They are cheap to
run since they do not operate based on mechanical phenomena. However, their performance
is often inadequate [50]. Integrated micropumps are often proposed instead, which use
various techniques such as electrohydrodynamics to drive the flow of the liquid [50, 51].
Advances in micro-fabrication technologies have also enabled the design and manufac-
ture of micro-pin fin heat sinks. These have rows of discrete extrusions rather than continu-
ous walls that form channels. The pins can either be aligned (figure 2.2b) or staggered (fig-
ure 2.2c). Micro-pin fin configurations have lower thermal resistances than micro-channels
[52], especially at high flow rates. Beyond 60 g/min the flow becomes turbulent enabling
a greater surface area to be exposed to the liquid [53]. However, a significantly greater
pressure drop accumulates due to the collision of the liquid with every single pin [53, 54].
Adjusting the shape of the pins (i.e. airfoil shape) can decrease the pressure drop in the
system [54].
The high surface to volume ratio in micro-channel/micro-pin-fin exchangers introduces
a problem. The small volume of the fluid can heat up rapidly. In turn this introduces tem-
perature fluctuations within the channel. Due to the diﬀerent thermal expansion coeﬃcient
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of the various parts of the heat sink and device this can have devastating eﬀects [55]. The
obvious solution of increased liquid velocity is often unacceptable due to the additional
power requirements. Two phase flow is an alternative option in which, as with PCMs, the
heat of vaporisation absorbed by the liquid during the phase change does not increase the
temperature of the system. Fluids with a low boiling point, such as Vertrel FX, have been
used to successfully minimise any temperature gradients compared to single-phase water
[55]. Two-phase heat transfer has also been studied in micro-pin-fin heats sinks [56] and
was found to improve the heat transfer coeﬃcient compared to single-phase flows.
2.2.2 Heat Pipes
Heat pipes are two-phase thermal management devices which use phase change to carry
heat across locations of diﬀerent temperatures. In its most basic form, as shown in figure
2.3, a heat pipe consists of a tube, only partially filled with liquid. Heat is applied to one
end of the pipe, known as the evaporator section, causing the liquid to vaporise, absorbing
latent heat. In turn, a build up of pressure caused by the temperature diﬀerence between the
two ends, pushes the gas towards the other end, called the condenser section. The lower
temperature causes the gas to condense back into a liquid. The latent heat absorbed earlier
is now released and dissipates outside the pipe, usually through a heat sink. The liquid then
returns to the evaporator to repeat the cycle.
Figure 2.3: A simple heat pipe
The main challenge in the design of a heat pipe is the eﬃcient return of the fluid from the
condenser back to the evaporator. Usually porous structures, known as wicks, are installed
along the entire length of the heat pipe. The liquid is pumped through the wick non-
mechanically. This is achieved by capillary action, the motion of a liquid through confined
spaces as a result of the adhesive, solid-liquid forces and the surface tension of the liquid.
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Studies have considered various designs attempting to make such cooling devices work
eﬃciently under various conditions and orientations [57]. The main issue with the basic
design of figure 2.3 is that decreasing diameter of the wick pores, necessary to provide
suﬃcient capillary forces, results in large pressure drops. This compromise restricts the
use of such devices to distances usually < 0.5 m when the return of the liquid is fighting
against gravity [58].
A variation of the conventional heat pipe is the Loop Heat Pipe (LHP) [2, 59, 60]. The
basic principle of carrying and releasing excess heat through the vaporisation and con-
densation of a fluid remains the same. However, the design and operation of LHPs are
significantly more complicated, allowing such devices to operate over much larger dis-
tances and over various orientations within a gravitational field. The main components of
a LHP are the evaporator, condenser, and liquid and vapour lines. The evaporator, which
is the most complex part of the entire system, consists of a primary and secondary wick,
a vapour chamber and a compensation chamber. Figure 2.4 schematically shows a simple
configuration of a LHP. The figure aims to highlight the main components of these devices
and is not an accurate representation of the exact positioning of all the components.
There are two main diﬀerences between the LHP and conventional design. The first
is that the vapour and liquid flow through diﬀerent lines, which together form a closed
loop. This eliminates any viscous influences between the two states of matter. The second
diﬀerence is that the wick structure is located only in the evaporator with the remaining
tubing being made of smooth walls. Both characteristics reduce the pressure drop consid-
erably, allowing for the pumping of the liquid/fluid to be achieved over significantly larger
distances.
In the absence of a heat flux, liquid is only filling the liquid line and evaporator. The
wick is entirely saturated [58]. Once heat is applied to the evaporator, the liquid in the wick
vaporises inside the vapour chamber and compensation chamber. The thermal resistance of
the wick prevents heat from travelling back to the condenser. The vapour then starts apply-
ing pressure both towards the wick and the vapour line. The capillary pressure at the wick
prevents the vapour from moving backwards into the compensation chamber, and forces
it to move towards the condenser via the vapour line. Designing a wick with small pore
diameter increases the capillary pressure for the circulation of the fluid. This is, however,
the theoretical, maximum pressure that the wick can apply. It is the vapour pressure that
will push against the menisci of the wick to initiate the desired mass flow. As the vapour
moves around the line, it condenses (at the condenser) via an external heat exchanger and
is pushed into the compensation chamber. At that point, the secondary wick transfers the
liquid into the primary wick to repeat the cycle.
The compensation chamber is a crucial part of the LHP. Its first task is to store excess
liquid, ensuring that the primary wick is continuously saturated (through the secondary
wick) under any heat load intended for the device. This enables the LHP to be ready at
any time to start the cycle. Usually, the volume of the compensation chamber and the total
amount of liquid in the system are adjusted to satisfy the following conditions [2]
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• Under no heat load, the compensation chamber should have some liquid even when
the rest of the pipe is flooded
• At the highest possible operating temperature some vapour space is available in the
compensation chamber.
Because the heat load is applied closer to the vapour chamber, the temperature and
pressure of the compensation chamber is lower. Furthermore, due to the subcooled li-
quid returning to the compensation chamber from the condenser, its temperature further
decreases. In turn, diﬀerent saturation temperatures exist between the two components,
giving rise to the thermodynamic relation [2, 58, 61]:
∆pcc − ∆pw = dpdT
∣∣∣∣∣
Tcc
(Te − Tcc) (2.2.1)
where p is the pressure; and the subscripts cc and w stand for compensation chamber and
wick; Te is the temperature at the evaporator and Tcc is the temperature in the compensation
chamber at the liquid-vapour interface. The derivative dpdT corresponds to the gradient of the
saturation line (on a pressure-temperature diagram) for the working fluid. The equation
states that a pressure diﬀerence between the compensation chamber and vapour chamber
should correspond to two saturation temperatures whose pressure diﬀerence is the same.
This indicates that the temperature of the compensation chamber can control the operating
temperature of the LHP.
Figure 2.4: A loop heat pipe
The choice of working fluid is an important parameter in the design of a LHP. A liquid
with high thermal conductivity will increase the heat transfer capacity of the system[62].
However, other liquid properties such as the absolute vapour pressure, and the freezing and
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boiling point must be tailored to each application [63]. Common working fluids are ammo-
nia and water. The low saturation temperature of ammonia keeps the operating temperature
in the evaporator lower than water for heat loads < 55W [62].
However, for applications such as satellites, the freezing point of liquids such as am-
monia is too high. Other liquids such as propylene can be used, although under normal
conditions (higher heat loads) ammonia can outperform propylene four-fold [64]. LHPs
have also successfully been utilized under cryogenic temperatures (4K < T < 70K) using
working liquids such as nitrogen, neon, hydrogen and helium [65]. In addition to thermal
properties of the working liquid to be used, the compatibility between the liquid and the
materials making the LHP should be considered.
It is also interesting to study the performance of LHPs as a function of the heat load at
the evaporator. Intuitively, one expects that as the heat load increases so does the temperat-
ure in the evaporator. Indeed, some experiments have found exactly that [66]. Other studies
however, have shown that for lower heat loads, an increasing power is presented with an
initial decrease in the evaporator temperature [2, 3, 67] (figure 2.5). The explanation is
that the condenser is fully capable of removing the low heat load entering the system. The
bottleneck is therefore the low mass flow. Increasing the heat entering at the evaporator
increases the mass flow and in turn, reduces the operating temperature of the LHP. This
decrease continues up to the point where the heat in flux is greater than the possible heat
removal. Once the condenser has reached its full capacity, the temperature at the evaporator
will steadily and linearly increase with increasing power load.
Figure 2.5: The temperature of the LHP evaporator as a function of the heat load. Reproduced from
[2, 3]
The diﬀerent behaviour in the operating temperatures discussed above is attributed to
the heat sink and ambient temperature [67]. Generally, the lower the heat sink temperature,
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the lower the LHP operating temperature. Of course this is only true as long as the heat sink
is cooler than the surrounding environment [2]. If not, heat will flow from the ambience
into the liquid, increasing the temperature of the system.
The length and diameter of the vapour and liquid lines can also aﬀect the performance of
the LHP. Shortening the vapour line and increasing its diameter can significantly decrease
the pressure drop of the system, leading to higher convection rates [68].
2.3 Carbon allotropes
2.3.1 Introduction
Carbon is one of the most interesting and important elements in the periodic table. Its
chemical properties and ability to form complicated networks are fundamental to organic
chemistry and the existence of life. It can be found in many diﬀerent structural config-
urations called carbon allotropes. Some of these, such as diamond and graphite, have
been known since ancient times. Others however, such as Carbon Nanotubes have been
artificially engineered in the last few decades.
Carbon allotropes are being increasingly used due to their electrical and mechanical
properties. Additionally, they have shown extraordinary thermal properties with thermal
conductivities ranging between 0.01 ≥ λ ≤ 3500 W/mK. The following review on carbon
allotropes will focus on their thermodynamic properties.
2.3.2 Overview of common carbon allotropes
Carbon allotropes diﬀer in the geometrical arrangement of the carbon atoms and the atomic
bonding between them. These two factors have a surprising eﬀect on the dynamics of the
material.
Amorphous forms of carbon, such as amorphous diamond and diamond-like carbon
are materials that lack symmetry. They tend to have very low thermal conductivities as the
lack of structure enables scattering of phonons across imperfections.
As symmetry is introduced, properties of carbon allotropes become more interesting.
The atoms in diamond are arranged on a face-centered cubic structure (discussed in sec-
tion 3.1). Graphite is an array of planes, the atoms of which form a hexagonal arrange-
ment. Depending on the quality and structure of the planes, the properties of graphite vary
significantly. Highly-Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) is an artificial, nearly-perfect
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graphite sample. It is obtained through annealing of its natural form. Due to the lack of
impurities HOPG has various properties of interest in many fields.
In addition to having interesting properties, graphite is also the base for graphene and
carbon nanotubes (figure 2.6). Its basal plane, a single layer of carbon atoms in a hexagonal
tessellation, constitutes the two-dimensional material graphene. The synthesis of graphene
is quite complicated due to stability issues [69]. Its extraction was only achieved over the
last decade by extracting a single layer of atoms from graphite, using a technique called
micromechanical cleavage [70].
In a similar manner to Graphene, a Carbon Nanotube (CNT) is a hexagonal arrangement
of carbon atoms within a plane. However, the plane is folded into a cylinder, reducing
it into a one-dimensional material. CNTs are generally categorised into Single-Walled
Carbon Nanotube (SWNT), which consist of only one cylinder, and Multi-walled Carbon
Nanotube (MWNT) in which a number of cylinders of decreasing diameters are embedded
inside each other.
Figure 2.6: Derivation of graphene and CNTs from graphite. Graphene is a single atomic layer
extracted from graphite and a single CNT is a rolled up graphene sheet
An individual CNT is characterised by the orientation in which the sheet of graphene
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is rolled up. Consider for example a rectangular sheet. This can be rolled parallel to the
width. Alternatively, it can be rolled at some angle. Conventionally, this is described by a
pair of indices (n,m). These correspond to a number of lattice units in each direction, i.e. a
vector on the graphene plane. This vector indicates pairs of atoms that will coincide when
the sheet is rolled up into a nanotube.
2.3.3 Theoretical overview of heat transfer in carbon allotropes
Phonons are the main heat carriers in carbon allotropes. Their energy and mean free path
depends on the strength of the bonds between atoms, the symmetry of the configuration,
and the number of impurities and dislocations.
Amorphous types of carbon tend to have very low thermal conductivities. This is related
to the high frequency of scattering events resulting from the lack of symmetry. Materials
such as amorphous diamond and diamond-like carbon have been found to possess thermal
conductivities as low as 5 < λ < 10 W/mK and 0.3 < λ < 1 W/mK respectively [71],
the latter being comparable to those of liquids. As symmetry is introduced, the heat trans-
fer capacity is enhanced significantly. Pure isotropically enriched diamond demonstrated
thermal conductivities of up to 41000 W/mK [72].
Phonons behave diﬀerently under diﬀerent temperatures. This introduces a temperature
dependence in the thermal conductivity of carbon allotropes. Graphite and diamond reach
a maximum thermal conductivity at ≈ 150K after which it decreases [4, 73, 74]. The initial
increase is attributed to the increasing phonon Density of States (DOF) [75], the number
of states available for occupation at each energy level. The thermal conductivity decreases
past ≈ 150 K due to increased phonon-phonon scattering, called Umklap scattering. This
is more pronounced for high energy phonons.
The thermal conductivity of CNTs keeps increasing for much higher temperatures. As
figure 2.7 demonstrates, aligned CNTs show an increase in the range between 8 < λ <
400 K with a thermal conductivity of ≈ 200W/mK at room temperature. The linear pro-
gression of the curve at temperatures below 30K is believed to be a product of quantum
mechanical eﬀects. The decreased slope after 300 K is an indication of increased Umk-
lap scattering. The unaligned SWNTs have a greatly reduced thermal conductivity of
≈ 35 W/mK at room temperature due to increased scattering events at the junctions of
the tangled nanotubes [4, 75].
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Figure 2.7: Thermal conductivity of aligned and Unaligned SWNTs as a function of the temperat-
ure. Reproduced from [4]
Early studies of the thermal conductivity of MWNTs found it to be ≈ 25 W/mK [76].
The low value is explained by scattering due to the contact between the tubes as well as
the quality of the samples used [75]. Subsequent studies used more accurate methods for
calculating the thermal conductivity of a single MWNT [5]. They have calculated a thermal
conductivity of ≈ 3000 W/mK at room temperature [5]. Figure 2.8 shows the thermal
conductance (extensive quantity) and thermal conductivity of the MWNTs presenting a
behaviour similar to that of the SWNTs.
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Figure 2.8: Thermal conductance and thermal conductivity (inset) of a single MWNT as a function
of the temperature. The image at the top left is the structure used for the calculation of the thermal
conductivity. Reproduced from [5]
Computational models have also been used to study the temperature dependence of the
thermal conductivity of carbon allotropes [6, 77]. MD studies of an individual (10,10)
SWNT has shown an initial increase in the thermal conductivity which peaks at 100 K and
then decreases [6] (figure 2.9). The results show a maximum value of 37000 W/mK. This
is close to the highest thermal conductivity ever recorded (41000 W/mK for a 99.9% pure
isotopically enriched diamond [72]). The room temperature conductivity of the SWNT
has been found to be 6600 W/mK. This value far exceeds the thermal conductivity of
commonly used materials such as aluminium and copper.
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Figure 2.9: MD calculations of the thermal conductivity of a (10,10) SWNT. Reproduced from [6]
Comparing graphite, graphene, and SWNTs, which are made out of the same building
blocks, can show the sensitivity of the thermal conductivity to the structure. The results
from MD studies show that the three possess similar but diﬀerent thermal properties [6]
(figure 2.10). Graphite has the lowest thermal conductivity due to the phonon interactions
between the basal (graphene) planes. Studies reached similar conclusions by studying Few-
Layer Graphene (FLG) [78] – only few parallel graphene layers (not enough to be called
graphite). Their results show that the thermal conductivity at room temperature decreases
from 2800 W/mK to 1300 W/mK as the number of layers increases from 2 to 4.
On the other hand, CNTs have a low phonon DOS at low temperatures, due to their
one-dimensional structure. This is reflected in the results shown in figure 2.10 where the
thermal conductivity of SWNTs below 300 K is significantly lower than that of graphene.
At higher temperatures, graphene and CNTs have similar DOS and the thermal conductivity
is therefore of comparable magnitude [75].
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Figure 2.10: Comparison between the thermal conductivities of 3D graphite (the lower, dotted line),
2D graphene (the top, dash-dot line), and 1D SWNTs (the middle, solid line). The inset compares
experimental measurements [7–9] for graphite with the results of the simulations
. Reproduced from [6]
The honeycomb structure of graphene, also gives it anisotropic thermal properties, as
a result of diﬀerent phonon group velocities [10] in the various directions. In figure 2.11
the thermal conductance is shown as a function of the angle of the heat flux on a sheet of
graphene under a temperature of 100 K showing a variation of 1%.
Figure 2.11: Periodic nature of the thermal conductance of a sheet of graphene. It is shown that as
the angle of the heat flux on the plane changes, the conductance is oscillatory with a period of π3 .
Reproduced from [10]
The majority of models assume perfect crystals. However, it is of practical import-
ance to understand how defects and vacancies aﬀect the thermal conductivity of carbon
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allotropes. This reflects a more realistic representation of such materials. Dislocations are
expected to be detrimental for the one dimensional CNTs since the lack of degrees of free-
dom restricts phonons from circumventing impurities. However, it has been shown that
their eﬀect is not much more severe than that in diamond [79]. This unexpected outcome
is attributed to strong covalent bonds in CNTs which provide additional paths for phonons
to bypass imperfections[80].
Accurate experimental measurements of carbon allotropes are usually obtained by hav-
ing the materials suspended. When materials such as graphene come in contact with
a substrate, their heat transfer capacity can be greatly reduced [81, 82]. The thermal
conductivity of a single layer of graphene drops from its maximum suspended value (
3000 W/mK ≥ λ ≤ 5000 W/mK) to 600 W/mK when it is in contact with a silicon
substrate. This reduction is explained by a “leakage” of phonons at the interface [81].
Carbon allotropes are increasingly being used in polymer (i.e. epoxy resin) composites
as thermal interface materials. Studies have shown that even a small percentage of MWNTs
mixed into a polymer can greatly increase its thermal conductivity [83]. For example, even
a mere 5% of FLG flakes in epoxy enhanced its thermal conductivity by ∼ 1000% [84].
FLG has also been shown to perform well as a heat exchanger in circuits. Models using
the Finite Element Method (FEM) have shown that the addition of FLG on silicon-based
circuits managed to reduce the temperature of “hot spots” — spikes in the temperature
profile of a surface — by 70 K [85].
2.4 Nanofluids
Scientists have long known that the addition of solid particles in a liquid can enhance the li-
quid’s thermal conductivity [32]. The idea is quite simple: since solids have higher thermal
conductivity than liquids, the addition of solid particles must surely enhance the thermal
properties of the base fluid. Prior to the advanced manufacturing techniques currently avail-
able, particles could only be scaled down to mili- and micro-meter sized dimensions. Such
dimensions are not ideal as they can cause severe problems such as abrasion and clogging.
The availability of nanoparticles (particles of nano-meter sized dimensions) enabled the
engineering of nanofluids[86], suspensions of these solids into a base liquid. Nanofluids
can enhance thermal conductivity of liquids while avoiding the problems that arise with
larger particles.
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2.4.1 Mechanisms for Enhancement of Thermal Conductivity
Initially, eﬀective medium theory was used to calculate the thermal conductivity of nano-
fluids [87]. This method is established for the calculation of properties of solid-composites.
Here, it evaluates the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid by considering those of the li-
quid and solid individually, and taking into account the percentage of each within the total
system. Its initial form, as given by Maxwell, is
λMAXWELL =
λp + 2λl + 2(λp − λl)φ
λp + 2λl − (λp − λl)φ λl (2.4.1)
where λp is the thermal conductivity of the material of the particle, λl is the thermal con-
ductivity of the liquid and φ is the volume fraction of the particles within the system. Sub-
sequent models have attempted to improve this by accounting for the particle shape [33],
distribution [88] and interactions between the particles [89].
Here, we refer to models adhering to the conventional wisdom of Maxwell’s formula-
tion as “classical”. Such models suggest that the total thermal conductivity of the nanofluid
can be broken into the independent properties of the constituents making it. There are no
dynamic or static eﬀects resulting from the combination of the two. Studies however, have
shown discrepancies between experimental observations and the predictions of these mod-
els. The measured thermal conductivities far exceed those calculated by equations similar
to 2.4.1 [29–31]. Experiments have also identified relationships which are absent from
theoretical models. For example experiments have shown an inverse relationship between
the particle size and the thermal conductivity (at a constant volume fraction) [90–92]. Fur-
thermore, studies show that the thermal conductivity depends on the system temperature
[93–96]. Both observations come in conflict with Maxwell’s theory.
Investigations have proposed various mechanisms attempting to bridge experimental
measurements with the theoretical framework. These are [34]:
• The Brownian motion of the particles [11, 34, 36]
• Nanoconvective eﬀects within the liquid, as a result of the particle motion
• Structured liquid layering around the particles with higher thermal conductivities
• The formation of particle chains providing paths of low thermal resistance.
Brownian motion refers to the seemingly random motion of the suspended nano-
particle. This is a product of the various stochastic collisions with the liquid molecules.
Initial investigations suggested that the Brownian motion causes collisions between the
solid particles [97]. Each collision transfers energy which is not included in classical mod-
els. Instead such models [11] correlate the enhancement in thermal conductivity to the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient given by the Einstein-Stokes equation
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D =
κBT(
6πηrp
) (2.4.2)
where κB is the Boltzmann constant; η is the dynamic viscosity of the base fluid; and rp is
the radius of the particle. The relation also correlates the thermal conductivity with the tem-
perature of the system — a step towards reconciliation with the experiments. Calculations
using such models agree with experimental data [11] (figure 2.12).
Figure 2.12: Thermal conductivity enhancement as a function of the temperature. The model based
on the Brownian motion of the nanoparticles (straight lines) is compared with experimental data.
Reproduced from [11]
Despite their initial success, later studies have criticised Brownian motion-based mod-
els [12, 34, 35, 98]. The main argument is that the diﬀusion of the nanoparticles is an order
of magnitude slower than that of the fluid. Therefore, their collisions cannot possibly con-
tribute enough to account for the enhancements observed. The agreement of these models
with experiments has been attributed to the unrealistic mean free paths given to the nan-
oparticles (≈ 1cm). Therefore, the direct eﬀect of the particle’s motion has been deemed
negligible.
Other studies suggested that indirectly, its trajectory might initiate convective eﬀects
within the liquid which is the missing source of thermal conductivity. Various models[99,
100] take such eﬀects into account by involving the Nusselt and Prandtl numbers into the
eﬀective thermal conductivity of the nanofluids [35, 101]. The models match experimental
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results very well [35]. Yet, other studies still consider such eﬀects insignificant [12].
Experimental observations using X-ray reflectivity have shown that liquid molecules
tend to form structured layers around the nanoparticles [102]. These have a structure re-
sembling solids and are therefore expected to have higher thermal conductivities. The
“classical” formulations do not take into account such phenomena. Theoretical models
have attempted to incorporate this layering in equation 2.4.1, by considering a “pseudo”
particle. This is composed of the nanoparticle and the spherical liquid layers around it
[37, 103, 104]. However, such models often assume a layer of up to 5nm thick. Fur-
thermore, they assign these layers a thermal conductivity of about 10 times that of the
liquid [37]. Such assumptions contradict experimental observations, which show a thick-
ness of only a few molecular dimensions [105–108]. Furthermore, experiments using well
dispersed particles of 4nm in diameter have contradicted the predictions of such models
[109].
Others have theorised that the electrostatic interactions between the nanoparticles and
liquid might contribute to the thermal conductivity of the suspension. Experimental studies
[110] on the surface charge of nanoparticles have shown that the pH of the nanoparticles
strongly aﬀects the thermal conductivity. More specifically, it has been shown that as the
pH of the surface diverges from the isoelectric point (the pH level in which the net charge
is zero) the thermal conductivity is enhanced.
The model described by equation 2.4.1 assumes a nanofluid with well and uniformly
dispersed nanoparticles. Experimental observations show that nanoparticles tend to ag-
glomerate (figure 2.13). Thus, the assumption of a uniform colloid cannot be generalized
[12]. Some researchers believe that the grouping of nanoparticles can aﬀect the thermal
conductivity [12, 34]. Furthermore, this eﬀect depends on the way in which the nano-
particles are connected.
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Figure 2.13: SEM picture of Ludox (silica) nanofluid, indicating clustering of nanoparticles. Re-
produced from [12]
These studies believe for an arbitrary distribution of particles (i.e. not uniform) the clas-
sical model has in fact an upper and a lower limit (this is also correct for solid composites).
The best configuration is one in which the nanoparticles are neatly arranged in parallel with
the direction of the heat flow (figure 2.14b). The worst case is when the particles and liquid
are arranged serially (figure 2.14a). These two modes constitute strict upper (parallel) and
lower(serial) limits to the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid[111].
(a) Serial mode of conduction (b) Parallel mode of conduction
Figure 2.14: Serial and parallel modes of conduction. The former represents the absolute lowest
thermal conductivity limit while the latter represents the absolute highest possibility. Reproduced
from [12]
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These modes are ideal, extreme cases which do not accurately reflect the the distribution
of nanoparticles in nanofluids. Instead a more relaxed set of bounds has been derived given
by [112]
λ f
(
1 +
3φ[λ]
3λ f + (1 − φ)[λ]
)
≤ λ ≤
(
1 − 3(1 − φ)[λ]
3λ f − φ[λ]
)
. (2.4.3)
The boundaries provided by equation 2.4.3 contain almost all (if not all) the experi-
mental observations of the thermal conductivity of nanofluids. In addition, all experimental
measurements on well dispersed nanofluids have conductivities predicted by Maxwell’s
model. Therefore some researchers are convinced that the thermal properties of nanofluids
are not anomalous and in fact behave in a manner similar to all composites [12].
2.4.2 Nanofluids for Thermal Management
Most of the research on nanofluids revolves around the physical interpretation of their
thermal conductivities. However studies have also focused on their possible applicability
for thermal management.
Nanofluids have proven to be excellent coolants throughmicrochannels, providing cool-
ing rates of ∼ 3000 W/cm2K; suﬃcient for even the most demanding applications such
as cooling X-ray emitting equipment [113]. Computational models of CuO-water nano-
fluids concur that nanofluids provide much higher thermal performances with no additional
pressure drop [114]. Numerical models show that an addition of only 1% diamond nano-
particles in water pumped with 2.25 W can increase the cooling rate by ≈ 10% [115].
The addition and increasing volume fraction of nanoparticles significantly increases the
forced convective heat transfer of a fluid for both laminar [116, 117] and turbulent[118]
flow. Studies found that the addition of 1.8% aluminium oxide (Al2O3) nanoparticles can
enhance the convective heat transfer of water by 32%. In contrast, other experiments using
a CuO-Water nanofluid have indicated that at high flow rates, the eﬀect of the particle
loading becomes negligible [119]. Investigations have also evaluated the eﬀect between
particle loading and natural convection [120]. The results show a decrease with increasing
particle volume fraction.
Experiments have also incorporated nanofluids in heat pipes. A gold-water suspension
has been shown to reduce the thermal resistance of the heat pipe by ≈ 40% [121, 122].
Silver based nanoparticles decreased the thermal resistance by 10 − 80% at an input power
of 30 − 60 W [123]. This significantly reduced the overall heat pipe temperature.
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2.5 Conclusions
This chapter briefly describes possible considerations for thermal management. Heat sinks
and heat pipes are established cooling devices already in industrial use as thermal man-
agement tools. The literature presents a large number of studies providing guidelines for
improving their thermal eﬃciency. The review in this chapter has clarified that such devices
need to be tailored to specific applications. Although a complicated task, which requires
both numerical and experimental work, we believe that its academic potential is limited.
The review then changes direction into material sciences. Carbon allotropes and nano-
fluids are discussed. The thermodynamic properties of both have received considerable at-
tention over the last years. However, they seem to lack the depth of understanding required
by industrial standards. We believe that both oﬀer the blend of academic and practical
qualities required by this project.
It should be noted here that these topics are interconnected. First of all, heat sinks
and heat pipes rely on materials with high thermal conductivities such as nanofluids and
carbon allotropes. Indeed such studies have been mentioned in the preceding sections (e.g.
nanofluids in microchannels and heatpipes, FLG on heat sinks) However, even the two
materials can be related. The review has referred to studies in which carbon allotropes (e.g.
CNT and diamond particles) have been used for nanofluids.
Following this review, the main focus of research was turned onto nanofluids. More
specifically, we focused on how nanofluids behave under confinement; a realistic scenario
which is considered by only a limited number of studies. However, we should mention
that beyond a certain point, our investigations turned towards confined, pure liquids. This
unplanned change was made following unexpected and fascinating results. Although the
section on confined liquids precedes that on nanofluids (as it felt like a more natural order),
it does not reflect the order in which the results were produced.
C H A P T E R 3
Molecular Modelling
Molecular modelling refers to a number of computational techniques, such as Molecular
Dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC). These describe systems from an atomic/molecu-
lar perspective. Leaving quantum mechanics aside, molecular models can theoretically
predict the behaviour of systems from first principles. This classical (rather than quantum)
approach is in fact very accurate for many systems of interest.
However, as with any computational method, the model has to be set up correctly to
accurately portray the physical system of interest. This chapter provides some general
concepts for molecular modelling, as well as specific techniques used within this thesis. To
enhance readability, we divided this chapter into three major sections:
1. Geometrical structure: This section explains crystallographic techniques for posi-
tioning atoms. This might seem irrelevant in a thesis on fluids as atoms do not have
fixed positions. However, in modelling microchannel systems some crystallographic
concepts are adopted during the design of the channel walls. We provide the basics
for understanding the design of the models used in the results sections to follow. In
addition, the main boundary conditions used in molecular methods are discussed.
2. Molecular interactions: This section deals with the interactions between atoms and
molecules. We give a brief description of physical bonding mechanisms and inter-
molecular forces. We then explain the concept of potentials and how they can be
used to model these interactions.
3. Statistical Mechanics: This section describes how statistical averages can translate
the microscopic movements of atoms and molecules into meaningful, macroscopic
and experimentally observable properties. This description gives rise to two main
methods for molecular modelling: Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo
(MC). Both these methods are briefly discussed.
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3.1 Geometrical Structure
3.1.1 Crystallography
Crystals are solids whose atoms or molecules are arranged in a highly structured and or-
ganised manner. They are often categorized based on their invariance to changes in the
coordinate system. This invariance is referred to as symmetry.
Crystallography is the science of unambiguously describing the structure of crystals.
Given the positions of the crystal atoms, an arbitrary atom can be selected as the origin O.
Due to the symmetric nature of the crystal, one can identify points which are identical to
O. The set of such points makes up a crystal lattice, or simply lattice, and is a crucial part
in the description of such materials. It is important to understand that the lattice points are
positions of symmetry within the structure to which the atoms can be related; they do not
necessarily correspond to atomic positions (i.e. they can be positions in between atoms).
Figure 3.1a shows the atomic structure of a crystal. The atoms are arranged in a honey-
comb. This is in fact the structure of graphene (figure 2.6). We arbitrarily take the red atom
labelled O as the origin and examine the relative positions of its immediate neighbours. In
terms of these relative positions, all the red atoms are identical to O. Figure 3.1b isolates
the points (not the actual atoms) in which these atoms lie. The isolated set of points forms
a lattice. Atoms will later be related with each lattice point, fully describing the crystalline
solid.
The choice of axis can be arbitrary (although some choice might be more convenient
than others, as is generally the case in linear algebra). In this example the horizontal and
vertical directions can be taken as the axis of choice. The distance and direction between
the origin and the nearest lattice point along the axis are the lattice vectors a and b. The
lattice vectors along with the angle γ between them (γ = 120o in figure 3.1b) can fully
specify the lattice. Any point can be given by
r = ua + vb (3.1.1)
where u and v are positive integers. The generalization to three dimensions is trivial, re-
quiring one further lattice vector and two more angles.
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(a) Crystal Structure
(b) Crystal Structure
Figure 3.1: The atomic structure of a crystal solid (3.1a) with the atoms arranged hexagonally and
a corresponding lattice (3.1b). The lattice is obtained by collecting all the points from the crystal
structure which are identical to O in terms of the relative positions of their neighbours
Equation 3.1.1 also implies translational symmetry. Since it describes all the lattice
points, and since all the lattice points are identical, then an observer moved from the origin
of the crystal to a point dictated by the equation will notice no diﬀerence. Therefore, all
crystals possess translational invariance. However some can also have various rotational
symmetries. As an example the lattice presented in figure 3.1b is also invariant under a
60o rotation about an axis perpendicular to the plane. Depending on the types of symmetry
that characterise a crystal, they can be categorised (for three-dimensional structures) into
14 lattices, called Bravais lattices. These are shown in table 3.1. For the purpose of this
thesis, only the face-centred cubic (fcc) lattice and body-centred cubic (bcc) lattice are
of interest. Therefore, only these will be discussed.
Within a lattice, shapes can be identified that when stacked together can produce the
entire lattice. Such shapes are called unit cells. As the broken line in figure 3.1b shows, a
unit cell can be produced by creating a parallelogram (in two-dimensions) or parallelepiped
(in three-dimensions) using the lattice vectors. This is referred to as a conventional unit
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Lattice System 14 Bravais Lattices
Primitive
Triclinic
Primitive Centred
Monoclinic
Primitive Base-Centred Body-Centred Face-Centred
Orthorhombic
Primitive Body-Centred
Tetragonal
Primitive
Rhombohedral
Primitive
Hexagonal
Primitive Body-Centred Face-Centred
Tetragonal
Table 3.1: The 14 Bravais lattices divided into 7 lattice systems. Reproduced from the thread
“Bravais Lattice” from Wikipedia
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cell. The smallest possible unit cell is called a primitive unit cell and does not necessarily
coincide with the conventional one. An important universal primitive unit cell is the poly-
hedron obtained by drawing the perpendicular bisectors of the lines joining a lattice point
to its neighbours. This area is a locus of all the positions closer to this lattice point than any
other. This primitive unit cell is known as theWigner-Seitz cell.
Once the lattice is established, we need to map atoms onto it to define the crystal struc-
ture. A set of atoms, called the basis, is associated with the origin. Each atom in the basis
is related to the origin through the vector
r = xa + yb
where r is a position vector; x and y are real numbers; and a and b are lattice vectors.
Therefore, for each atom in the basis, a set of 2 numbers can describe its position relative
to the origin. These are then copied across all lattice points to form the crystal structure.
Taking figure 3.1a and 3.1b as an example, two atoms can be mapped on each lattice point.
The red atoms coincide with the lattice and therefore x = 0 and y = 0. For graphene the
blue atoms can be mapped onto the lattice points through the vector r = 23a+
1
3b. The basis
can now be written as
C (0, 0) ,C
(
2
3
,
1
3
)
where the letter C indicates the chemical symbol of the atom in that position (in this case
C for carbon). Again, extrapolating to three dimensions is trivial.
Within a crystal lattice, one can identify parallel planes (or lines in two dimensions)
equally spaced between them. A set of such planes can be identified using the Miller
indices (hkl) which show that the plane closest to the origin (excluding planes that pass
through it) intersects the axes at ah ,
b
k ,
c
l , where a, b and c are the lengths of the unit vectors.
By convention, negative index values are indicated by a bar,
(
h¯k¯l¯
)
. Every plane in a set
has the same density. Furthermore, the set of all planes must contain all the lattice points.
Figure 3.2 shows two examples of commonly used lattice planes: the (100) plane (figure
3.2a) and the (111) plane (figure 3.2b)
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(a) (100) (b) (111)
Figure 3.2: Two lattice planes (shaded) within a unit cell of a cubic lattice
The fcc lattice shown in table 3.1 is important for modelling solids. As shown more
clearly in figure 3.3a, the conventional unit cell has lattice points on the corners of a cube,
as well as on the centres of its faces. It is worth noting here, that the conventional unit cell
is not primitive. The primitive unit cell is the rhombohedral unit cell illustrated in figure
3.3b. Generally, the conventional unit cell is used as it illustrates the symmetrical features
of the lattice more clearly.
(a) The f cc conventional unit cell. The shaded
plane indicates the (111) plane of the lattice
(b) The rhombohedral primitive unit cell produ-
cing the fcc lattice
Figure 3.3: Conventional and primitive cell of fcc lattice. Reproduced from [13]
The fcc lattice is also called cubic-closed pack. The reason is that its (111) lattice
planes (the shaded plane in figure 3.3a) form dense arrangements of atoms called closed-
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packed layers. The planes are staggered, such that each layer overlaps with the gaps of
the previous one (figure 3.4). This is ideal for modelling various solids such as ionic solids
where the electrostatic Coulombic forces tend to pull the atoms closer together.
Figure 3.4: A close-packing of spheres arranged in an fcc structure
The bcc lattice from the cubic lattice system (table 3.1) is ideal for slightly less close-
packed structures. Metallic elements such as lithium, sodium and potassium can be mod-
elled using the bcc lattice. The conventional unit cell (which again is not a primitive unit
cell) has four lattice points on the corners of the cube, as well as one in its centre.
3.1.2 Boundary Conditions
The computational complexity of molecular modelling techniques sets an upper limit to the
system size that we can practically simulate. Usually, only a small sample of the system
in question is modelled. This is done by defining a box, called a simulation box (or sim-
ulation cell) in which a set of representative atoms are placed and the system dynamics
defined.
An important factor in the design of a molecular model is the behaviour of the atoms
and molecules at the boundaries of this box. A simple approach is to use a fixed boundary
condition in which the simulation cell is surrounded by void space. Although this might
occasionally be a desired layout, it can have the following drawbacks:
• Atoms can leave the simulation cell. This is particularly common in fluids where
the interactions are not strong enough to keep the atoms tethered to their positions.
The atoms will continue their trajectory getting further away from the rest of the
system. This will interfere with the calculation of properties. Additionally, the in-
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creasing distance between the strayed atom and the simulation cell will often cause
the simulation to halt.
• Atoms at the boundary do not generally experience the same forces as those at the
centre of the system. If one considers a homogeneous solid, the atoms at the centre of
the simulation cell will feel the influence of all atoms around them. At the boundary,
the atoms will only be influenced from one direction. Due to the small dimensions
of the simulation box, this behaviour will not accurately depict the bulk behaviour of
the system.
An alternative way to treat the edges of the simulation box is to use periodic boundary
conditions. One can think of this as stacking an infinite number of boxes identical to the
simulation cell in one or more dimensions. This can be shown in figure 3.5. Of course,
since computational eﬃciency is of paramount importance (and the reason for having this
discussion) the simulation only considers the simulation cell. The periodic boundary con-
ditions are emulated by applying the following rules:
• An atom passing through the boundaries of a simulation cell, re-enters it from the
opposite boundary rather than completely departing from the system (as with fixed
boundary conditions).
• The potential of an atom wraps around the simulation box. This means that an atom
close to a boundary can influence the atoms in the opposite side of the box through
the boundaries. This assumes the interatomic distance is within the prescribed radius
of influence (as discussed later in this chapter).
Figure 3.5: An illustration of periodic boundary conditions in two dimensions. The simulation cell
is infinitely stacked in the two dimensions such that all atoms interact in a similar manner
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3.2 Dynamics
3.2.1 Intramolecular Forces
Intramolecular forces refer to the strong interactions between atoms. These are respons-
ible for the formation of molecules. From a fundamental point of view, these forces are a
product of electrostatic interactions between the positively charged nucleus and negatively
charged electrons that make up atoms. There is no distinction between such interactions.
All intramolecular forces can be calculated by solving Schrödinger’s equation. However,
in order to conceptualize and simplify these interactions, they have been divided into three
main categories:
• Ionic bonds
• Covalent bonds
• Metallic bonds
The following sections briefly explain these concepts. To assist in the clarity of the
sections on chemical bonds, a brief section on the electronic configuration and behaviour
of atoms is included first. It must be noted that in the following section electrons are
depicted (and will often be referred to) as having definite positions and velocities. This
description is far from accurate. In quantum mechanics, an electron can be thought of as a
smear occupying a region in space. An amplitude in each position indicates the probability
of finding the electron there. Here, the classical approach is considered to be suﬃcient for
the purposes of this thesis. When required, reference to the quantum mechanical behaviour
of particles will be made.
Electronic Configuration and Behaviour of Atoms
Atoms are the smallest component that can characterize a material, or more precisely a
chemical element. They are made up of a positively charged nucleus (positive protons and
neutral neutrons) surrounded by negatively charged electrons.
Figure 3.6 shows the periodic table. It intuitively arranges all the elements in a table
that provides information on their number of protons and electronic structure. Each element
is defined by its number of protons, called the atomic number. In the periodic table, this is
presented as the integer over each element. We will now talk about electron configurations.
In the following discussions, all individual atoms are considered to be neutral (i.e. the
number of electrons is the same as the atomic number).
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Figure 3.6: Periodic table depicting all the known elements found in nature. Reproduced from
Wikipedia under "Periodic Table" thread)
Electrons surrounding the atom are divided into electron shells. These are regions
around the atom in which the electrons are most likely to be found. The shells are labelled
as integer numbers. The higher the number the further away this region is from the nucleus.
Each shell can hold up to a fixed number of electrons. Furthermore, each shell, starting from
the first one close to the nucleus, must be entirely filled before electrons start occupying
the next one (there are some exceptions to this rule at higher electron shells).
The row number in the periodic table, often referred to as the period, indicates the
number of shells available for occupation for the elements in that row. It also defines the
valence shell, the outermost shell of the atom. The electrons with the highest energies
(which are often but not always occupying the valence shell) are called valence electrons.
These are responsible for chemical reactions and the formation of bonds.
The columns of the periodic table are called groups. They indicate the number of
electrons filling the valence shell. Each atom favours a filled valence shell as this results
in a lower energy state. The tendency to fully occupy the outermost shell is called the
octet rule since, for all but the first shell, a valence shell can hold up to eight electrons.
To elaborate, consider an atom with only one electron in its outermost shell. This will be
biased towards losing the electron and dropping to a lower but completely filled valence
shell. On the contrary, an atom with seven electrons in its valence shell (i.e one missing to
fill it entirely) will have the disposition to obtain an extra electron. The octet rule (which
is a rule of thumb and not an accurate description) is responsible for molecular bonding, as
well as the type of bonds between atoms.
Since the groups of the periodic table indicate how the various shells are filled, elements
of the same group tend to have similar characteristics. Although discussing each group
in detail would in this case be an extravagance, three groups are worth mentioning. The
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elements of the last group (column 18) are referred to as noble gases and have their valence
shell entirely filled. In turn, this makes this group the most stable and least reactive (i.e.
such elements don’t want to lose or gain electrons). In fact, the octet rule can be rephrased
as the tendency of atoms to reach the electronic configuration of the nearest noble gas. The
elements in the first group are called alkaline metals. These have only one valence electron
and are eager to lose it in order to get to the configuration of the previous noble gas. The
elements in the penultimate group before the noble gases are called halogens and require
an additional electron to complete their valence band.
The tendency of an atom to attract electrons is called electron aﬃnity. More specific-
ally it is the energy released (lowered) when an additional electron is added. Hence, as
the group number approaches that of the noble gases, the electron aﬃnity increases (i.e.
alkaline metals have low electron aﬃnity while halogens have high).
Ionic Bonding
Ionic bonding is the attraction between negatively and positively charged atoms, known
as anions and cations respectively. It often occurs between pairs of elements with a large
electron aﬃnity diﬀerence. If two atoms have neutral charge, the atom with high electron
aﬃnity will capture electrons from the atom with low electron aﬃnity. This in turn will
ionize the former into an anion and the latter into a cation. Following this ionization, the
two atoms will be attracted to each other and bonded through Coulomb’s forces.
The most common example of ionic bonding is between a sodium (Na) and a chloride
(Cl) atom. Sodium belongs in the group of alkaline metals which, as discussed in the
previous section, has low electron aﬃnity. Chloride on the other hand, belongs to the
halogen group which has very high electron aﬃnity. An electron is transferred from the
sodium atom to the chloride atom. This is followed by an electrostatic attraction that forms
sodium chloride (NaCl).
In molecular models, such bonds can be formed by assigning corresponding positive
and negative charges to the atoms. A Coulombic potential can be used to calculate the
appropriate force between them (section 3.2.3)
Covalent Bonding
When the electron aﬃnity of two atoms is comparable and relatively high, both atoms
require more electrons in order to get to the more stable electronic configuration of noble
gases. A transfer of an electron (such as in ionization bonding) will benefit one atom at the
expense of another. Instead they come closer together so as to share one or more of each
other’s electrons. This bonding due to the sharing of electrons is called covalent bonding.
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An example of covalent bonding can be found in water molecules. In its neutral state,
a hydrogen atom has one electron. It requires an additional electron to fill its valence
band (the exception to the octet rule) and reach the more stable electronic configuration of
helium (a noble gas). An oxygen atom has six electrons in its valence shell. Therefore, it
requires two more electrons to reach the electronic configuration of neon Ne. The mutual
tendency of both oxygen and hydrogen to acquire more electrons is satisfied by forming
the water molecule. Each hydrogen atom shares one of the oxygen’s electrons while the
oxygen atom shares an electron from each of the two hydrogen atoms. Figure 3.7 depicts a
water molecule and shows how the electrons of the hydrogen atoms are shared with those
of the oxygen atom through covalent bonds.
Figure 3.7: A schematic representation of a covalent bond within a water molecule between an
oxygen (light green) and two hydrogen atoms (light blue). The smaller circles represent electrons
with the dark blue electrons being the ones initially possessed by the hydrogen atoms and the dark
green electrons being the ones initially possessed by the oxygen atom
For reasons of clarity, the figure inaccurately shows the electrons as having fixed posi-
tions and being shared equally among the two atoms. In reality, electrons spend more time
closer to the oxygen atom rather than the hydrogen atoms. From a quantum mechanical
viewpoint, there is significantly higher probability to find the electrons closer to the oxygen
atom. The extent to which an atom within a bond attracts electrons more than the other
bonded parties is called electronegativity. It is directly correlated with the diﬀerence in
electron aﬃnity of the atoms forming the molecule.
As a result of the diﬀerent electronegativities of hydrogen and oxygen atoms, a water
molecule is said to be polar. This means that, although the molecule as a whole is neutral,
the charge is not distributed evenly across the molecule. Therefore, the region close to the
oxygen atom is more negative than those close to the hydrogen atoms. This shows that
ionic bonding is in fact an extreme case of covalent bonding. As mentioned earlier, from a
fundamental point of view, all interactions are the same and the categorization is merely a
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figment used for simplification.
Finally, covalent bonds are said to be directional. The bonded atoms are placed at
angles relative to each other such that a lower energy state is achieved. The bond angle is
an important property of molecules and is always considered while modelling them. The
distance between the atoms of a bond is called the bond length and is also important in
molecular modelling. Such aspects are considered later in this chapter (section 3.2.3)
Metallic Bonding
Metals have electrons which are not tightly bound to an atom or a covalent bond. Instead
these delocalised electrons are shared among an atomic lattice. The electrons are often
thought of as a fluid of negative charge flowing over the positively charged nuclei of the
metal atoms. The electron gas flowing between metal atoms is schematically shown in
figure 3.8. Metallic bonding refers to the strong electrostatic attraction between the posit-
ively charged nuclei and the negatively charged fluid of electrons and is what keeps metals
together. This flexibility of electrons to move across the atomic lattice is what give metals
their flexibility.
Figure 3.8: A schematic representation of a metallic bond between iron atoms (FE). The negatively
charged electrons (yellow with minus sign) move freely across the lattice. The positively charged
iron atoms are attracted to this electron fluid through electrostatic forces
3.2.2 Intermolecular/interatomic Forces
Molecules and non-reactive atoms (such as noble gases), exert forces on each other that
depend on their relative distance. When the forces act between molecules they are referred
to as intermolecular. Interatomic refers to the interactions between non-reactive atoms.
The distance between two molecules or atoms is called intermolecular and interatomic
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distance respectively. The weak nature of these forces is what distinguishes intermolecular
from the intramolecular forces (chemical bonds).
Intermolecular forces contain both attractive and repulsive components. In this section,
we do not include interactions between ions. We consider all molecules to be neutral. We
also refer to the collection of attractive and repulsive forces that will be described as van
der Waals forces (some texts might use diﬀerent definitions).
The repulsive component of the van der Waals forces, is triggered at very short in-
termolecular distances. It is a product of the Pauli exclusion principle: a fundamental
quantum mechanical concept which prevents fermions, such as electrons, from occupying
the same quantum state. As the electronic shells of molecules (or non-reacting atoms) come
close together, strong repulsive forces are exerted to prevent electrons from colliding and
violating the Pauli exclusion principle.
The origin of the attractive forces is sometimes confusing since the molecules are con-
sidered neutral. However regions within a neutral molecule can be charged. This is a result
of diﬀerent electronegativities between the atoms (as explained in section 3.2.1). Such mo-
lecules are calledmultipoles. Figure 3.9a shows the negative (red shade) and positive (blue
shade) regions of a water molecule. Since there are only two regions, this is called a dipole.
(a) Schematic of a water molecule. The shaded
area over the atoms indicates the charge, with the
blue shade indicating positive charge while the
red indicates negative charge. Reproduced from
Wikipedia under the thread "Chemical Polarity")
(b) Schematic of a dipole-dipole interaction
between two water molecules.
Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of the polarity of water molecules (3.9a) and the dipole-dipole
interactions between them (3.9b)
Therefore, electrostatic, attractive forces are exerted between oppositely charged re-
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gions of diﬀerentmultipolemolecules. The attraction between permanent dipoles is called
dipole-dipole attraction. Figure 3.9b depicts such an interaction between two water mo-
lecules. It is worth noting that in the case where hydrogen is bonded with highly electroneg-
ative atoms such as oxygen, the induced dipole-dipole attraction is significantly stronger
and is often called a hydrogen bond. This strong interaction is what gives water its high
surface tension.
Based on the explanation given so far, only multipole molecules can have attractive
forces between them. The problem is that we tend to visualise atoms and molecules as
rigid objects with electrons having fixed positions around them. The reality is that they are
highly dynamic systems with electrons moving around continuously. It is therefore the case
that a non-polar molecule can momentarily have the majority of its electrons localized on
one side and temporarily become a dipole. The molecule is in this case called an induced
dipole. Attractive forces between induced dipoles are called London dispersion forces.
Due to the statistical nature of this phenomenon, attractive forces between induced dipoles
are significantly weaker than dipole-dipole attraction. London dispersion forces can occur
between non-reactive elements/atoms such as the noble gases (e.g. argon, neon). The
majority of the simulations of this study use liquid argon. As a noble gas, its atoms interact
mostly through London dispersion forces which can be modelled using the Lennard-Jones
poential (section 3.2.3)
To summarise, van der Waals forces consist of
1. Repulsive force due to Pauli exclusion principle
2. Attractive force between permanent dipoles
3. Attractive force between a permanent dipole and an induced dipole
4. Attractive force between two induced dipoles
3.2.3 Interatomic Potentials
Interatomic Potentials are mathematical functions of the atomic positions that describe
the potential energy of the system. They therefore dictate how the particles interact. Cor-
rectly setting the potentials of the system is extremely important in modelling its dynamic
behaviour. The total potential energy is given by:
V =
∑
i
V1(ri) +
∑
i
∑
j>i
V2(ri, r j) +
∑
i
∑
j>i
∑
k> j
V3(ri, r j, rk) + higher terms (3.2.1)
where i and j are two arbitrary atoms; ri is the position of the atom i; V is the total po-
tential energy; V1 is the potential of individual atoms; V2 is the potential between pairs
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of atoms; V3 is the potential between triplets etc. The first term (V1) is the potential en-
ergy of an atom due to an external field. It has no relation to the positions of any other
atoms in the system. This term vanishes in the absence of such a field. The second term
(V2)is the pairwise potential. It describes the influence that two atoms have on each other,
based on their interatomic distance ri j. The third term (V3) is between three atoms. It is
required when a third atom can alter the pairwise interactions (i.e. the total potential is not
simply an addition of the pairwise potentials). Although this term is significant in describ-
ing the behaviour of liquids, it is rarely included in computer simulations because it adds
a large computational overhead. Instead, eﬀective pairwise potentials can be used which
incorporate many-body eﬀects. These are usually obtained through regression analysis of
experimental data and can realistically describe the behaviour of liquids [124].
Once the potential is defined, the force acting on an atom is given by:
Fi = −∇riV (3.2.2)
where i is an arbitrary atom; F is the force acting on an atom i; and ∇riV is the gradient of
the potential as a function of space.
An important pair potential, and the one mostly used for the simulations of this invest-
igation, is the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12 − 6 potential:
VLJ = 4ε
[(σ
r
)12
−
(σ
r
)6]
(3.2.3)
which has been empirically designed to match experimental results of argon. Figure 3.10
plots the LJ potential, VLJ as a function of the interatomic distance r. The parameter σ
indicates where the curve cuts the axis. It is often called the molecular distance. For
argon σ ≈ 0.3405nm. The parameter ε is the depth of the potential well. The greater its
value, the greater the strength of the interaction. For argon ε ≈ 1.65678 × 10−21J.
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Figure 3.10: Lennard-Jones potential as a function of the interatomic distance. The function crosses
the axis at a distance σ and reaches a minimum at −ε. At short distances (shaded as red) the
interatomic forces are repulsive due to the Pauli exclusion principle while at larger distances (shaded
in blue), van der Waals forces are attracting the atoms
The
(
σ
r
)12
term (shaded as red in figure 3.10) models the interactions over very short
interatomic distances. According to equation 3.2.2, the steep, negative gradient of the
potential in this region results in very strong repulsive forces. These correspond to the
Pauli exclusion principle which prevents collisions between electrons (section 3.2.2). The
weaker, attractive van der Waals forces at larger distances (shaded as blue in figure 3.10)
describe the London dispersion forces which dominate the attractive component of the
interaction of noble gases (section 3.2.2).
Although the LJ potential is tailored for interactions between argon atoms, an adjust-
ment of the parameters ε and σ can adapt the function for other elements. The parameters
for some common materials can be found in table 3.2
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Element ε σ(nm)
Hydrogen (H) 1.187 × 10−22 0.281
Helium (He) 1.408 × 10−22 0.228
Carbon (C) 7.069 × 10−22 0.335
Nitrogen (N) 5.15 × 10−22 0.331
Oxygen (O) 8.505 × 10−22 0.295
Fluorine (F) 7.29 × 10−22 0.283
Neon (Ne) 6.49 × 10−22 0.272
Sulphur (S) 2.527 × 10−21 0.352
Chloride (Cl) 2.3954 × 10−21 0.335
Argon (Ar) 1.654 × 10−21 0.341
Bromine (Br) 3.9652 × 10−21 0.354
Krypton (Kr) 2.2643 × 10−21 0.383
Table 3.2: Table with LJ parameters for pairwise interactions between atoms of the same element.
These values are merely empirical and might vary significantly depending on the type of bonding
between them
The parameters in the table describe pairwise interactions in which both atoms are of
the same type. However, we often need to define interactions between unlike elements. If
the LJ parameters of the individual elements are known then mixing rules can be used to
empirically calculate the parameters for the interaction between the two diﬀerent atoms. A
frequently used such rule is the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule. Denoting the two elements
by 1 and 2, it gives the in-between LJ parameters by
ε12 =
√
ε11ε22 (3.2.4)
and
σ12 =
1
2
(σ11 + σ22) (3.2.5)
It should be mentioned that LJ parameters (both the ones from table 3.2 and the ones
obtained from equations 3.2.4 and 3.2.5) are only empirical approximations and should be
treated with care as they can sometimes produce inaccurate results (for example the strong
covalent bonds between carbon atoms in graphene cannot be modelled with LJ potentials).
When dealing with ions, the LJ potential needs to be complemented with a term ac-
counting for electrostatic, Coulombic forces. This term is given by:
Velectrostatic(ri j) = qiq j4πε0ri j (3.2.6)
where q is the charge of the atoms i and j; and ε0 is the permittivity of free space, a
characteristic of a medium describing how diﬃcult it is to create an electric field within it.
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In many cases, we require atoms to be located onto or near specific locations. We can
model this by assigning spring potentials on an atom, such that when it moves away from
an equilibrium position, a restoring force is applied to push it back. Hooke’s law calculates
this force by:
F = −KX (3.2.7)
where K is the stiﬀness characterising the spring and X is the distance away from the equi-
librium position. The larger the value of K the harder it is to move the atom far away from
its equilibrium position. This technique is useful in many situations. For microfluidics, it
is often employed to ensure that the channel walls keep their crystal structure while at the
same time, vibrate in a manner analogous to solids.
So far we have only discussed the weak interatomic forces. Theoretically, modelling
intramolecular and intermolecular interactions should be treated in a similar manner. By
setting the correct potentials, strong forces should naturally bond atoms together forming
molecules which then interact. However, the quantummechanical nature of chemical bonds
complicates this task significantly. There is no general way of treating chemical bonds.
Instead, systems are treated based on the specific application.
For interaction between metallic systems, the Embedded Atom Method (EAM) is
commonly used. Metallic atoms are kept together by the attractive forces between their
positive nuclei and the delocalised electrons (electron fluid) which “flow” freely between
them (section 3.2.1). The EAM potential models this by including, in addition to the pair-
wise component, a term accounting for the electron density which is also a function of
pairwise distances. The pairwise component and electron density do not usually have an
analytical description. Instead they are described by large files containing their values at
diﬀerent pairwise distances.
Covalently bonded molecules are often modelled as unbreakable entities with fixed
atomic bonds. The molecular bonds are defined before the simulation runtime and have
predetermined lengths, angles and torsion angles to emulate the directionality of covalent
bonds (section 3.2.1). The bonds can be rigid or can allow some flexibility for atoms to
vibrate.
The interaction between molecules is achieved by defining a set of sites on each mo-
lecule. These often, but not always [125], correspond to the atomic positions within the
molecule. However, they can also be placed in arbitrary positions within a small volume
enclosing the molecule. The sites within the same molecule do not interact among them-
selves since the bonds are already fixed. However, sites of diﬀerent molecules interact using
potentials. Any available interatomic potentials can be used for such interactions (e.g. LJ
potential). In some models, the potential between sites can be adjusted based on the orient-
ation of the two molecules [126]. The intermolecular force between two molecules is the
sum of the individual forces exerted between all pairs of sites (across the two molecules).
The general conclusion of this section is that considerable research needs to be car-
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ried out before modelling any system. The literature presents a huge number of diﬀerent
approaches, each tailored to specific applications. Even for the same system, there are usu-
ally a number of diﬀerent models available. These might be appropriate under diﬀerent
conditions. They might also have varying degrees of accuracy and the choice is simply a
matter of the available computational resources.
Attempting to discuss even a modest percentage of these methods is beyond the scope
of this thesis. However, the next section briefly describes some common ways to simulate
water. This should help put some of the information described here in context. Further-
more, part of our studies use water. An explanation of the various modelling techniques
available is therefore important.
Water Model
The water molecule consists of two hydrogen atoms covalently bonded with an oxygen
atom. Even though the total charge is neutral (i.e. equal number of electrons and protons in
the molecules), electrons tend to spend more time close to the oxygen atom. This gives the
region close to it a negative charge while the region close to the hydrogens have a positive
charge (section 3.2.1). We will now briefly describe how the molecule can be modelled
computationally.
For the purposes of MD or MC, the bonds of the water molecules are usually fixed.
By this we mean that they are predetermined and cannot be broken during the simulation.
Each bond can be described by its length. The length of the HO bond is ≈ 0.9584Å. The
angle between the two bonds is ≈ 104.48o. However, diﬀerent models (such as the SPC
discussed below) might use slightly diﬀerent parameters based on the tetrahedral molecular
geometry.
Once the bonds are fixed, the next step is to define how water molecules interact. A
number of models are available in the literature. They are often categorised based on the
number of charges used. Remember, these can be placed at arbitrary points across the
molecule and do not necessarily correspond to atomic positions.
3-site models refer to those in which the charges coincide with the three atoms of the
water molecule. Each hydrogen atom is assigned a positive charge. The oxygen atom is as-
signed a negative charge. All atoms between diﬀerent water molecules interact electrostat-
ically via Coulombic forces (dictated by the potential of equation 3.2.6). An LJ component
(equation 3.2.3) is also added. This is usually only for the interaction of oxygen atoms.
Therefore, the intermolecular potential describing interactions between water molecules is
given by:
Vinter =
∑
i! j
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩4εi j
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(σi jri j
)12
−
(
σi j
ri j
)6⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + qiq jri j
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (3.2.8)
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The 4-site models can be obtained by moving the negative charge slightly towards the
hydrogen atoms along the bisector of the angle formed by the bonds. This is an example
of an artificial site (does not coincide with an atom) added to provide a more accurate
approximation to the polar nature of the molecule. In these models there are three charged
sites, interacting through Coulombic forces, as well as one on the oxygen atom which
interacts via LJ potentials. The most commonly used 4-site model is the TIP4P model
[127].
(a) 3-site water model (b) 4-site water model
Figure 3.11: Illustration of 3-site model 3.11a and 4-site model 3.11b site models for water. The
dark blue circles indicate positive charges, the red circle indicates the negative charge and the yellow
circle is where the LJ potential is acting. The 3-site model has its charges on the same positions as
the atoms. The 4-site model shifts the negative charge toward the hydrogens along the bisector of
the angle
Although the TIP4P model is more accurate than 3-site models it is computationally
more expensive. Furthermore, under normal conditions and temperatures, 3-site can also
be very accurate [14]. For the remainder of this section we will mostly deal with 3-site
models.
There are a number of 3-site models. These diﬀer in the values of the charges, the
Lennard-Jones parameters, the bond length, and the bond angle. The most common ones
are the Transferable Intermolecular Potential Functions (TIPS) [128], Single Point Charge
(SPC) [129], and the Transferable Intermolecular Potential 3 Point (TIP3P) [127] methods.
Various extensions of these three models, such as the extended SPC (SPC/E) [130], are also
available. The extensions aim to model the polarity of water, and describe its behaviour in
a wide range of conditions as accurately as possible. In addition, some methods allow
for some flexibility within the molecule. Intermolecular degrees of freedom are modelled
by allowing the bond lengths and angles to vibrate using spring potentials. The equation
describing such intramolecular interactions is
Vintra = Klen
2
[(
rOH1 − r0OH
)2
+
(
rOH2 − r0OH
)2]
+
Kang
2
(
θHOH − θ0HOH
)2
(3.2.9)
where Klen and Kang is the spring stiﬀness of the length and angle, rOH1 and rOH2 are the
lengths of the two bonds; r0OH the the equilibrium bond length; θHOH is the bond angle; and
θ0HOH is the equilibrium bond angle. The intramolecular interactions of the rigid models
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Model SPC [129] SPC/E [130] TIP3P [127] SPC/Fd [131] F3C [130] TIP3P/Fs [132] SPC/Fw [14]
Klen (kcal mol−1Å−2) ∞ ∞ ∞ 1054.20 250 1059.162 1059.162
r0OH (Å) 1.0 1.0 0.9527 1.0 1.0 0.96 1.012
Kang (kcalmol−1 rad−2) ∞ ∞ ∞ 75.90 60 68.087 75.90
θ0HOH (deg) 109.47 109.47 104.52 109.5 109.47 104.5 113.24
εOO (kcal mol−1) 0.1554253 0.1554253 0.1521 0.1554253 0.1848 0.1522 0.154253
σOO (Å) 3.165492 3.165492 3.150574 3.165492 3.165541 3.156 3.165492
εHH (kcal mol−1) 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0
σHH (Å) 0.801809
εOH (kcal mol−1) 0 0 0 0 0.0429884 0 0
σOH(Å) 0 0 0 0 1.593161 0 0
qO (e) −0.82 −0.8476 −0.834 −0.82 −0.82 −0.834 −0.82
qH (e) 0.41 0.4238 0.417 0.41 0.41 0.417 0.41
Table 3.3: Parameters of some 3-site models [14]
can also be described by this equation by assuming infinitely large values for the length
and bond stiﬀness. The parameters of some frequently used, 3-site water models can be
found in table 3.3.
3.3 Statistical Mechanics
3.3.1 General Overview
Computational simulations on the atomic and molecular level produce microscopic inform-
ation, such as the position and momentum of every atom in the system. From a classical
point of view, this information completely describes the system. However, it is of no prac-
tical use. Ideally, we would like to obtain quantities that can be compared to macroscopic
observations. The world we experience is of course a product of such microscopic be-
haviour. Devices for experimental measurements simple record average behaviour of this
atomic description. For example a pressure sensor measures a force resulting from all the
atomic collisions. It must therefore be possible to have a framework to interpret the mac-
roscopic behaviour into observable quantities. Statistical mechanics is the discipline that
translates the collective eﬀort of the system’s constituents into macroscopic properties that
can be experimentally observed (e.g. temperature, pressure and thermal conductivity).
Here, we define a microstate as a possible configuration of all atoms in the system.
It is described by explicitly defining the position r and momentum, p, of every atom. It
can therefore be represented as a point in phase space, a mathematical space in which each
point completely describes the system. For a system of N atoms, the 6N degrees of freedom
(three for position and three for momentum) of an arbitrary microstate are denoted as the
point (rN ,pN). Statistical mechanics deals with averages of collections of microstates (or
points in phase space). Such sets of microstates are called ensembles.
Macroscopically, a system of interest is bounded by thermodynamic constraints. Con-
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sider an experiment involving a liquid confined in a steel container in thermal equilibrium
with its environment (i.e. the laboratory). Since the container is closed the number of atoms
N is constant (no inflow or outflow). Assuming that the operating pressures of the liquid
cannot deform steel, the volume of the system V is also fixed. Finally, the temperature T
of the system is equal to that of the surrounding laboratory. The thermodynamic state of
this system is therefore described by the variables NVT . Other variables can also be used
to define the thermodynamic state of the system. Some of the most commonly used are
• NVE: Number of atoms, volume and energy are constant
• NVT : Number of atoms, volume and temperature are constant
• NPT : Number of atoms, pressure and temperature are constant
These variables also define ensembles. For example, an NVT ensemble consists of all
the microstates which have a constant number of atoms in a fixed volume at a constant
temperature. The main axiom of statistical mechanics is that all states within an NVE
ensemble, have an equal probability of occurring. This means that any two microstates
with the same number of atoms, residing in the same volume in space, and having the same
energy, have an equal probability of occurring. This uniform probability distribution is
given by
PNVE((rN ,pN)) =
δ
(H (rN ,pN) − E)∑
micro
δ (H(rN ,pN) − E) (3.3.1)
where H is the Hamiltonian defined as the sum of the kinetic and potential energy (i.e.
total energy of the microstate); N is the number of atoms in the system; E is the macro-
scopically dictated energy; and δ is the Kronecker delta given by
δ(n) =
{
1 , n = 0
0 , n ! 0 (3.3.2)
The NVE ensemble, which is called microcanonical, most accurately reflects the physical
behaviour of an isolated system. Instead, the canonical (NVT ) ensemble describes systems
in contact with a heat bath (as is the case between the liquid and laboratory in the afore-
mentioned example). If we assume that the combined heat bath and system are isolated
and in thermal equilibrium at temperature T , one can derive the probability of finding the
system in a specific microstate [133]. This is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
PNVT ((rN ,pN)) =
exp
(−H(rN ,pN)
κBT
)
∑
micro
exp
(−H(rN ,pN)
κBT
) (3.3.3)
where κB is the Boltzmann constant.
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The isothermal-isobaric (NPT ) ensemble is also often used. However, it is not used
in our studies and will therefore not be considered here.
Statistical mechanics derives macroscopic properties by considering the average beha-
viour of an ensemble of microstates. A state variable Amacro that can be measured exper-
imentally has an equivalent instantaneous value, A(rN ,pN). This can be evaluated from a
single microstate. The two are linked through the ensemble average:
Amacro = ⟨A⟩ens =
∑
micro
A (rN ,pN) Pens (rN ,pN) (3.3.4)
where P
(
rN ,pN
)
is the probability for this microstate to occur as explained above. The sum
(rather than integral) follows from the quantum mechanical understanding that the system
can only be in a discrete number of configurations. From a continuum point of view the sum
would be replaced by integrals over the position and momentum in the three dimensions.
For now we will continue with the discrete version of the equations as it enables a clearer
understanding of some of the concepts explained.
It is impossible to evaluate equation 3.3.4 computationally (and of course analytically).
The number of possible microstates is inconceivably huge. It is therefore important to
devise a method to sample a much smaller portion of the phase space to use for property
calculations. In order to evaluate accurate results, we must select a representative subset of
the entire ensemble. The sampling method depends on the molecular method employed.
The “natural” way would be to set initial values for the positions and momenta of
the atoms and allow the system to evolve in time through Newton’s laws of motion. By
“natural” we imply a resemblance between the sampling sequence method and the way
in which physical systems evolve. The system at each point in time reflects a new point
in phase space within the microcanonical ensemble (since Newton’s laws conserve energy
and mass). The ensemble average is then replaced by the time average
Atime = 1tobs
tobs∫
0
A (rN(t),pN(t)) dt (3.3.5)
For an accurate approximation of A we hope that after a suﬃciently long time (i.e. large
tobs), the system will have sampled a representative portion of the phase space. The condi-
tion for this to be true is discussed below. The time-evolution-based approach for sampling
the system is the framework adopted by the Molecular Dynamics method.
An alternative approach, closer to the conventional formulation of statistical mechanics,
is to stochastically sample points in phase-space and calculate the ensemble average using
equation 3.3.4. Of course the quality of the sample depends on the sampling scheme used.
This technique is the one adopted by Monte Carlo methods. Both, the Molecular Dynamics
and Monte Carlo method will be discussed briefly in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.2 respectively.
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The time average, over an infinitely long time, should produce the same results as that
of the ensemble average. For this to be true, the evolution of the system through time
should eventually span all the points in phase space corresponding the ensemble. Such
a system is referred to as ergodic. However this is not always the case. If a trajectory
in phase space returns to a previously visited point, the deterministic nature of Newton’s
equations will impose the exact same trajectory. This will form a loop in phase space which
prevents unbiased sampling. If an MD simulation starts in or falls into that loop, there is
a good chance that the results will not be accurate. Instead, the Monte Carlo (MC) jumps
to points in phase space probabilistically. Therefore, for appropriate sampling methods the
aforementioned problem can be circumvented.
Calculation of Properties
The preceding section has highlighted the general framework of statistical mechanics. Here
we explicitly discuss how to calculate specific properties of interest to our studies.
An important theorem in statistical mechanics is that of energy equipartition. It states
that every degree of freedom in the Hamiltonian contributes, on average, by κBT to the total
energy of the system. For an arbitrary degree of freedom, D, the equipartition theorem is
formulated as 〈
Dn ∂H
∂Dm
〉
= δ(m − n)κBT (3.3.6)
where δ(m− n) is the Kronecker delta defined in equation 3.3.2. For momentum degrees of
freedom which appear quadratically in the Hamiltonian the theorem is formulated as〈
p2i
mi
〉
=
1
2
κBT (3.3.7)
where m is the mass of the atom. This means that the total, average kinetic energy, which
is a sum over 3N degrees of freedom (three dimensions for all atoms) is equal to
⟨K⟩ = 3N∑
i=1
〈
p2i
mi
〉
=
3N
2
κBT
⇔ T = 2K
3NκBT
(3.3.8)
where K is the kinetic energy. The relationship links the temperature of the system with
the average kinetic energy.
If we consider the atomic positions of the system, equation 3.3.6 provides a relationship
for the pressure of the system. This is given by
p =
NκBT + ⟨W⟩
V
(3.3.9)
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where p is the pressure of the system; V is the volume of the system; andW is the virial
term describing the work done on an atom by its neighbours. This is calculated using
W = 1
3
∑
i
ri · Fi (3.3.10)
In micro and nanoflows, it is important to study the distribution of the fluid atoms/-
molecules. Unlike macroscopic assumptions, large density gradients tend to form close to
interfaces. Such inhomogeneities often provide explanations to phenomena untreated by
continuum methods. For the majority of our investigations, we study the structure of the
fluid by plotting density profiles in relation to the simulation box. This is achieved by di-
viding the domain into regions. In each such region we evaluate the number density given
by
ρR =
NR
Vr
(3.3.11)
where R is the region in question; ρ is the number density; N is the number of atoms;
and V is the volume of the region. Because of the random motion of fluid atoms, a single
evaluation of the number density will contain noise. This can be reduced by calculating the
ensemble (equation 3.3.4) or time (equation 3.3.5) average (see section 3.3.1).
Rather than calculating the density as a function of a fixed, spatial frame of reference,
we sometimes need to understand how atoms are distributed relative to each other. A good
example, relevant to this project, is the study of the liquid distribution around the solid
nanoparticle in nanofluids. If the solid particle were perfectly still, the density profiles
described above would be perfectly adequate for such a task. However, the nanoparticle
is following Brownian motion. Consequently, its position is changing randomly and con-
stantly. Averaging the density of fixed regions will therefore produce a smudged profile
with no significant information. One way to overcome this problem is to redefine regions
around the particle before each calculation of the density.
Another approach is to use Radial Distribution Function (RDF). The RDF calculates
the probability of finding a pair of atoms at a distance ri j in a system, compared to that of
a completely random atomic configuration. More intuitively, it describes how the density
of a substance varies with the radial distance from an atom. The RDF is usually derived
and formulated using probability theory. Here, we provide the alternative and equivalent
formulation, more convenient for computational calculations [124]. This is given by
g(r) =
V
N2
〈∑
i
∑
j!i
δ(r − ri j)
〉
(3.3.12)
where g(r) is the RDF.
Equation 3.3.12 calculates the distribution of particles around a single atom. In many
cases (such as that of nanofluids) we want to calculate the average distribution of atoms of
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type B around atoms of type A. For this we can use
⟨g(r)⟩A = VN2
〈∑
i∈B
∑
j!i∈ B
δ(r − ri j)
〉
(3.3.13)
where ⟨⟩A denotes an average over all atoms of type A and i and j iterate over all atoms of
type B. Furthermore, in practice, the definition of δ needs to be relaxed so that it is equal to
1 in a range −∆r < r − ri j < ∆r. This gives the particle distribution in radial bins.
We can also calculate velocity and temperature profiles by dividing the simulation box
into regions. Since the velocity of each atom is readily available, the velocity of each region
is the average over all atoms. Furthermore, 3.3.8 can be used to calculate the temperature
of each region.
The evaluation of transport properties is more complicated. Their process-dependent
nature prohibits the definition of an instantaneous value that can be averaged using equa-
tions 3.3.4 or 3.3.5. Furthermore, transport properties are described by how a quantity
evolves in space and time. For example, the thermal conductivity indicates how much en-
ergy moves across a material per unit time. Since MC formulations have no strict definition
of time, the MD method is preferable for the calculation of such quantities.
An important phenomenon in fluids is diﬀusion. It is a process in which atoms and
molecules migrate from high-concentration regions to lower ones. This phenomenon is
diﬀerent to advection where fluid flows in bulk due to a pressure diﬀerence. In diﬀusion,
the motion is a product of the stochastic molecular motion. A common example is a drop
of dye in water. Initially, the dye will be concentrated in one small area. However, in a very
short time it will spread across the volume of the water. From a macroscopic perspective,
diﬀusion is governed by Fick’s law, given by
JD = −D∇c (3.3.14)
where JD is the diﬀusion flux, c is the concentration of the diﬀusing substance; and D is
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient describing how fast the substance diﬀuses.
Although diﬀusion is commonly described between two diﬀerent materials, we are of-
ten interested in self-diﬀusion. This describes the motion of atoms within a pure substance.
From a microscopic perspective, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient can be given by [133]
2tD =
∂
∂t
(MSD(t)) (3.3.15)
Here, MSD(t) is the Mean Square Displacement (MSD). It calculates the mean distance
travelled by a set of particles compared to an initial reference point in time. It is given by
MSD(t) =
〈
(r(t) − r(0))2〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
(ri(t) − ri(0))2 (3.3.16)
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where ri(t) is the position of the particle i at the current point in time and ri(0) is its position
at the initial reference point. For liquids, the mean square displacement as a function of
time is a straight line. Therefore we can trivially calculate its derivative and hence the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Solids on the other hand, have atoms which oscillate around a fixed
position. Therefore the MSD reaches a plateau after a very short time.
In confined fluids, of interest to this thesis, the displacement of the atoms is obviously
bounded by the spatial restrictions of the system. Therefore the mean square displacement
cannot be used to accurately calculate the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. However, the slope can still
provide qualitative information regarding the fluid behaviour.
The investigations presented here mostly concern the thermal conductivity of systems.
Statistical mechanics provide twomainmethods to calculate it usingMD; the Non-Equilibrium
Molecular Dynamics (NEMD) approach [134] and EquilibriumMolecular Dynamics (EMD)
approach.
The NEMD method calculates the thermal conductivity in a manner analogous to most
experimental measurements. It is therefore called the direct method (figure 3.12). The first
step is to introduce a temperature gradient in the system. This can be achieved by fixing
the temperature of two regions at diﬀerent values. Once the system reaches steady state
conditions, the energy flux across the two regions is measured. Plotting the temperature
profiles (which should be linear) the temperature gradient can be trivially measured. Then
Fourier’s law of conduction (equation 2.1.1) is used to calculate the thermal conductivity.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic representation of the NEMDmethod for calculating the thermal conductiv-
ity. First a temperature diﬀerence is introduced between two regions. Once the system has reached
steady state, the heat transferred from the hot to the cold region is measured. The heat and the
temperature gradient extracted from the linear temperature profile are then used in Fourier’s law of
conduction to realise the thermal conductivity
The ease of implementing the direct method and its intuitive nature within the engineer-
ing community has rendered it the preferred method for many. However, it has been found
to be problematic under certain conditions. For example in severely confined fluids, the
temperature profiles are often non-linear which complicates the calculation of the thermal
conductivity [135].
The EMD method for computing the thermal conductivity is slightly more elaborate.
It evaluates the property in the absence of a temperature profile, a concept which can be
confusing. The confusion arises from the macroscopic understanding that under equilib-
rium conditions there is no energy transfer in the system. The entropy is considered to
have reached a maximum with no observable fluctuations. The stochastic definition of en-
tropy given by statistical mechanics gives it the same directionality towards higher values.
However, it allows for the probability of a spontaneous decrease. This is accompanied
by energy, concentration and momentum fluctuations in the system. The EMD approach
monitors the dissipation patterns in such fluctuations and makes predictions about the sys-
tem under non-equilibrium conditions. The Green-Kubo relation [136, 137] provides the
framework for this computation. For the thermal conductivity, this is given by
λ =
V
κBT 2
tcor∫
0
⟨J(0) · J(t)⟩ dt (3.3.17)
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Here, J is the microscopic heat flux that quantifies the energy transfer due to the stochastic
behaviour of atoms; V is the volume of the system; ⟨J(0) · J(t)⟩ is an autocorrelation func-
tion; and tcor is the correlation length (i.e. the amount of time for which the system will be
sampled for the autocorrelation function). In signal processing, the autocorrelation function
identifies patterns within a noisy signal. It does so by observing it at diﬀerent times and
comparing them to an initial reference point. The greater the resemblance to this reference
point, the more the two are said to be correlated and the greater the value of the autocorrel-
ation function. In the present case, the heat flux is observed at some arbitrary point in time.
The collisions between the atoms will cause energy fluctuations in the system. The system
is checked at subsequent points in time to see whether, and by how much, these fluctuations
persist.
In equilibrium, these fluctuations are short-lived (which is why they are not observable
macroscopically). Therefore, after a certain amount of time, depending on the system being
studied, there will be no correlation between the fluctuation patterns of the new state and
the one of the initial frame of reference. The autocorrelation function of the microscopic
heat flux, which is referred to as Heat Flux Autocorrelation Function (HFACF), will decay
to zero. Therefore, the volume under the curve will be finite and the integral of equation
3.3.17 will be well defined for a large enough correlation length. The time it takes to decay
is related to the phonon relaxation time [135].
On the contrary, if there is a temperature gradient within the system, the HFACF will
always detect energy transfer towards the cold region. This constant pattern will cause the
HFACF to converge to a positive value. The thermal conductivity will not be well defined
since for an infinite correlation length its value will also be infinite.
We have so far omitted defining the microscopic heat flux J. For calculating the thermal
conductivity of a pure material in a simulation that uses pairwise potentials, it is given by
J =
1
V
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣∑
i
viEi +
1
2
∑
i j
ri j
(
Fi j · vi
)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.3.18)
where i and j are atoms in the system; Ei is the kinetic and potential energy of the atom;
and Fi j is the force between atoms i and j. For simulations using many-body potentials, the
formula is adapted. Although not within the scope of this thesis, a number of investigations
review various formulations of the microscopic heat flux [138, 139].
Complications arise when a binary system, such as a nanofluid, is in question. The
enthalpy of mixing due to the inter-diﬀusion of the two materials is not accounted for by
equation 3.3.18. For a more accurate calculation of the thermal conductivity, we need to
consider the partial enthalpies of each substance.The microscopic heat flux takes the form
J =
1
V
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣∑
i
viEi +
1
2
∑
i j
ri j
(
Fi j · vi
) −∑
i
hiv
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.3.19)
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where i is an arbitrary substance (one of the two substances in binary systems); and h is
the partial enthalpy. An accurate calculation of this quantity using molecular dynamics
requires a series of simulations within the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT ). However,
for nanofluids this term can be satisfactorily evaluated as the sum of the averages of the po-
tential and kinetic energies and virial term (equation 3.3.10) [34, 140]. For pure materials,
the third term in the equation should vanish. Therefore, equation 3.3.19 is used for all the
calculations in this study.
There are a few factors that can compromise the accuracy of the Green-Kubo relation.
The first is the definition of the correlation length. If it is smaller than the time required
for the HFACF to decay, then it will under predict the thermal conductivity. However,
this is easy to detect and fix by plotting it against time. If it hasn’t converged to zero it
means the correlation length needs to be increased. In addition for accurate calculations
using the Green-Kubo approach, the system size needs to be large enough to accommodate
the phonon mean-free-path [141]. This depends on the system being modelled. Finally, it
is worth mentioning that the HFACF is accompanied by significant statistical noise. The
larger the correlation length the more the noise accumulates. Regression is often carried
out in order to obtain a smoother function and reduce numerical error [142].
For the investigations presented here, we calculate the thermal conductivity exclusively
using the Green-Kubo relation. The first reason is the aforementioned issue of the direct
method for confined liquids. The second (and most important one) is that the nature of
the HFACF provides information on the heat transfer mechanism of the system. This,
rather than the absolute values of the thermal conductivity, is of primary importance to our
investigations.
A final remark is that molecular models such as MC and MD do not consider the elec-
tronic structure of the atom. Therefore, the calculation of the thermal conductivity of metals
using MD is not possible since energy is transferred through electrons.
3.3.2 Monte Carlo
The Monte Carlo (MC) method is a framework which randomly samples a distribution to
obtain numerical results eﬃciently and accurately. It is a powerful tool for a wide spec-
trum of disciplines (e.g. computer science, mathematics, economics, physics). There is no
specific formulation and each individual implementation can vary significantly.
This section briefly outlines some concepts regarding the MC method in the scope of
statistical mechanics. The intention is to provide an understanding of the nature of the al-
gorithm. Details regarding various sampling methods, optimisation techniques and random
number generation are omitted here. For more details the reader is referred to the literature
[124, 133].
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The MC method can potentially provide an eﬃcient means to calculate integrals over
many degrees of freedom. Statistical mechanics use this to compute the ensemble average
for properties of interest (equation 3.3.4). Since the momentum terms in the equation are
quadratic, their integration can be computed analytically. Therefore, we only focus on how
to compute the potential energy component of the ensemble average. Since we are only
concerned with the positions of all atoms, we are dealing with configuration space
(
rN
)
rather than phase space
(
rN ,pN
)
. Here, we will use the canonical ensemble as a concrete
example. The potential component of the ensemble average in the NVT ensemble is given
by
⟨A⟩ =
∫
rN
PNVT
(
rN
)A (rN) drN (3.3.20)
where here we give PNVT ((r)N) in configuration space (rather than phase space)
PNVT ((r)N) =
exp
( −V
κBT
)
∫
rN
exp
( −V
κBT
)
drN
(3.3.21)
In the following sections we briefly discuss how the MC method can be used to solve
equation 3.3.20
A naive MC approach
First consider an arbitrary integral
F =
b∫
a
f (x)dx (3.3.22)
where f is the function being integrated. We can re-write this integral as
F =
b∫
a
f (x)dx =
b∫
a
f (x)
P(x)
P(x)dx (3.3.23)
where P is an arbitrary probability density function. The equation is the statistical average
(expected value) of the quantity f (x)P(x) and we can write it as
(F ) ≈
〈
f (x)
P(x)
〉
Ntrials
(3.3.24)
where Ntrials is the number of points sampled from P(x) in the range [a, b]. The larger it is
the more accurate the estimate for F (law of large numbers).
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We refer to this approach as “naive” since it does not take into account the nature of
the function being integrated (in this case f (x)). A simple example demonstrating the
ineﬃciency of such an approach is the integration of a gaussian distribution with a small
standard deviation. Using the unbiased sampling method described above, most of the
computational time would be spent on values of x for which f (x) is insignificant (i.e. past
the standard deviation).
We face the same problem in statistical mechanics. A microstate can be in a large (infin-
ite according to continuum mechanics) number of diﬀerent configurations. However most
of those are not physically probable. For example the canonical ensemble contains con-
figurations with overlapping atoms. The probability of such states occurring (PNVT (rN))
is therefore minute and their contribution towards the calculation of a quantity A is neg-
ligible. The unbiased sampling method discussed here would spend most of its computa-
tional resources on such insignificant states. Furthermore, a very large sample size would
be required to produce an accurate estimation. This is because, eventually we also require
trials from the significant parts of the distribution.
What we require is a method for sampling more meaningful values. This is the theory
of importance sampling described next.
Importance sampling
Importance sampling is a method that overcomes the above problem by sampling regions
important to the integral.
In equation 3.3.23 we said that the choice of P is arbitrary. However, it can be shown
that for the same sample size, the error is reduced if the term f (x)P(x) is a smooth function of x
[133]. In fact, the optimal solution would be for f (x)P(x) to be constant.
For the calculation of a propertyA in the canonical ensemble, a suitable choice for P is
PNVT (rN) (equation 3.3.21). Combining equation 3.3.20 and 3.3.24, along with the choice
of P(x) = PNVT (rN) we get
⟨A⟩ = ⟨A⟩Ntrials (3.3.25)
All we have done so far is to simplify the functional form of the problem. The real essence
of the solution is to devise a method to sample states
(
rN
)
according to their probability
PNVT
(
rN
)
. A common method to produce a sequence of states is by simulating aMarkov
chain; a random walk through the space of interest (in this case the configuration space) in
which the next step depends exclusively on the current one. The path is generated based on
a given set of rules which depend on the specific application.
We now want to generate a set of points based on a probability distribution P(x). Lets
denote the current state as x. In general, the system will move to a new state x′ with a
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probability given by the transition operator P(x → x′). A useful condition to start with is
that of detailed balance which is formulated by
P(x)P(x → x′) = P(x′)P(x′ → x) (3.3.26)
This says that the probability of leaving state x to go to x′ is the same as that leaving from
x′ to go to x. Once we obtain a number of samples in a state x which corresponds to P(x)
(which remember is the desirable outcome), equation 3.3.26 maintains this equilibrium
condition. It does so by reciprocating any states leaving from x by an equal number of
states arriving to it from other states. Rearranging the above equation we get
P(x→ x′)
P(x′ → x) =
P(x)
P(x′)
(3.3.27)
The MC move consists of two steps, both of which are encoded in the transition operator.
First, the next state must be proposed. This is achieved by a proposal distribution g(x → x′).
Second, a set of rules must determine whether or not this proposed state should be accepted.
This is done through the acceptance operator A(x → x′). The transition operator can then
be written as
P(x → x′) = g(x→ x′)A(x → x′) (3.3.28)
Substituting equation 3.3.28 into 3.3.27 we get
A(x→ x′)
A(x′ → x) =
P(x′)g(x′ → x)
P(x)g(x → x′) (3.3.29)
The choice of the acceptance and proposal operators varies between diﬀerent imple-
mentations. It is often the case that the proposal operator is chosen to be symmetric (i.e.
g(x′ → x) = g(x → x′)). It would therefore vanish from the above equation. In statistical
mechanics, the most frequently used model is the Metropolis method. If we assume a
symmetric proposal operator (which is often the case in practice), the Metropolis scheme
formulates the probability of acceptance by
A(x → x′) =
{ P(x′)
P(x) , P(x
′) < P(x)
1 , P(x′) ≥ P(x) (3.3.30)
The above says that if P(x′) ≥ P(x) then the new state is accepted immediately. Otherwise
the state is accepted with probability equal to the ratio A(x→ x′) = P(x′)P(x) < 1. To determine
whether the latter case is accepted, a random number is chosen between 0 and 1. If this
random number is smaller than A(x → x′) then the x′ is accepted and becomes the new x.
Otherwise it is rejected and the state remains the same.
Returning to our problem of statistical mechanics, the probability distribution from
which the system should be sampled is PNVT (rN). Recall from earlier that the diﬃculty in
using this function is the normalising factor, which integrates over the entire configuration
space. However, if we substitute this into eq 3.3.30 then the ratio of the probabilities
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eliminates the normalising factor and leaves
A(rN → r′N) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ PNVT (r′N )PNVT (rN ) = exp (−V(r′N )−V(rN )κBT ) , PNVT (r′N) < PNVT (rN)1 , PNVT (r′N) ≥ PNVT (rN) (3.3.31)
We now give a more intuitive explanation to this equation. It states that if the energy of
the system of the proposed state r′N is lower than that of rN (this is the case in which
PNVT (r′N) ≥ PNVT (rN)) then then the current state is immediately changed into r′N . If
however, the energy of the proposed state is higher, then there is only a probability of
being accepted which is given by the Boltzmann factor exp
(−V(r′N )−V(rN )
κBT
)
. This probability
depends on the ratio of the two energies. The larger the energy of the proposed state is in
comparison to the current state, the smaller the probability of switching states. Therefore,
the trajectory in configuration space has a tendency towards lower energy states. This
resembles the laws of motion as given by equation 3.2.2 in which the force on a system is
trying to change its state to one with a lower potential energy.
In the metropolis scheme, the generation of the next trial state (g(rN → r′N)) is imple-
mented by randomly displacing some of the atoms.
In general, the algorithm for the metropolis method consists of three steps
1. Randomly select an atom and calculate its potential energyV(rN)
2. Displace the atom by a random distance ∆ so that its new position is r′ = r + ∆
3. Accept this displacement with a probability given by 3.3.31.
The states produced should give a good sample to calculate the ensemble average. Of
course, the error is still dependent on the sample size: the larger the sample the more
accurate the results.
3.3.3 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a computational method for simulating the physical beha-
viour of a system. The positions and momenta of all atoms evolve in time using Newton’s
equations of motion
F = m
d2r
dt2
(3.3.32)
The system is sampled at diﬀerent timesteps during this natural evolution. The samples
accumulated during the simulation can be used for the calculation of the time average
(equation 3.3.5). Assuming the system is ergodic and that the runtime was long enough
to allow for a suﬃcient exploration of the system, an accurate estimation of the property in
question should be evaluated.
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Generally, an MD run has the following steps
• Initialization of system
• Calculation of interatomic forces
• Integration of equations of motion
• Calculation of statistical time averages
These are discussed in the following sections
System Initialisation
A crucial part of MD is a correct initialisation of the system. We need to provide the
solver with necessary information to solve the equation of motion. This includes the size
of the simulation box, the potentials between atom types, operating initial temperature of
the system, and density. The next step is to set the positions and velocity of all the atoms.
First of all, the potential of the system needs to be defined (see section 3.2.3). This
enables the calculation of the force (equation 3.2.2) that will subsequently be used for
calculating the new atomic positions (equation 3.3.32).
The initial positions of the particles are also important. Crystalline materials such as
CNTs and graphene are defined by their symmetric structure. The atoms need to be placed
accurately to reflect this symmetry. This can be achieved by defining a lattice and a basis
(section 3.1). The atoms can then placed on the lattice points. The size of the unit cell will
also define the density of the crystal.
Fluids on the other hand, do not have fixed positions for their atoms. They are moving
randomly in constantly varying directions. It might therefore seem that the they can be
positioned randomly. Such a distribution however, might produce an undesirable behaviour.
If atoms overlap, strong forces (due to the Pauli exclusion principle) will repel them with
high velocities. One way of dealing with this problem is to restrict the atomic motion such
that they can only move up to a limited distance at each timestep. After some time, the
atoms will move away from each other and the restrictions can be relaxed.
Fluid particles can also be placed initially on a lattice (as is the case for solid crystals).
Although they will inevitably move into an amorphous and variable configuration, this
ensures that no overlapping occurs during the initial timesteps.
The atoms need to be allocated initial velocities. The velocities are selected based on
a probability distribution. This is usually a uniform or a Gaussian function. Usually we
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want the system to start at a specific temperature. If the velocities were selected from a
uniform distribution, they can be rescaled so that the average kinetic energy produces the
desired temperature, as per the equipartition theorem (equation 3.3.8). For the Gaussian
distribution, the mean and standard deviation are set accordingly so that the selected values
result in the requested temperature.
Calculation of forces
Given the relevant potentials, the calculation of the force is theoretically simple (equation
3.2.2). This however, is the most time-consuming part of an MD simulation. Even if only
pairwise interactions are considered, for a system of N atoms, there are N(N−1)2 pairs to be
considered at every timestep. A naive approach will therefore have a time complexity of
O(N2).
A minor optimisation technique is to define a cut-oﬀ distance rc. This defines a radius
around a particle beyond which the the interatomic interactions will be disregarded. The
cut-oﬀ distance needs to account for the nature of the potentials of the atoms being mod-
elled. It should be large enough to include distances in which the potential is significant.
Although this can save a significant amount of time, all pairs will still need to be checked
whether or not they fall within arbitrarily defined proximity.
Various speed-up methods are available [133]. One of the most eﬀective and frequently
used are the Verlet lists (often referred to as neighbour lists) [143]. A distance rv greater
than the aforementioned cut-oﬀ distance is defined. For each atom i, the particles within a
radial distance rv from it are stored in a list. For subsequent timesteps, the forces can be
calculated directly by considering the atoms in these lists. This operation has a computa-
tional complexity of O(N). If an atom moves more than rv − rc at any timestep, the Verlet
lists must be re-computed (which again is O(N2)).
Integration of equations of motion
For MD, Newton’s second law (equation 3.3.32) is usually integrated using the Verlet
algorithm. It is often preferred due to its simplicity and accuracy. The equation is
r(t + ∆t) = 2r(t) − r(t − ∆T ) + F (t)
m
∆t2 + O(∆t4) (3.3.33)
where ∆t here denotes the molecular timestep and the term O(∆t4) the order of error.
This equation is derived by summing the Taylor expansions of r(t + ∆t) and r(t − ∆t).
The sum eliminates any terms containing the velocity. We can still obtain it by considering
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the trajectory calculated from the Verlet algorithm
v(t) =
r(t + ∆T ) − r(t − ∆t)
2∆t
+ O(∆t2) (3.3.34)
However the accuracy is of the order ∆t2. In many cases this might not be satisfactory.
There are other methods for calculating the velocity more accurately, although these will
not be discussed here.
Calculation of time-averages
The calculation of time-averages is explained in more detail in section 3.3.1. Once the
system is initialised and the simulation starts running, the system is sampled at regular
intervals. At the end of the simulation these are averaged together in an attempt to predict
the macroscopic property.
It is common practice however, to allow for an initial equilibration phase. This is a
period given for the system’s parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure) to relax. During this
period, we generally avoid taking samples for the calculation of properties. The length
of the equilibration phase depends on the system. It is generally advised to calculate and
output state variables at each timestep to check for convergence.
Thermostats (NVT)
Newton’s laws of motion conserve energy and mass. Therefore, any time averages cal-
culated are equivalent to the ensemble averages in the microcanonical ensemble (NVE).
However, the canonical (NVT ) and isothermal-isobaric (NPT ) ensembles are of practical
importance.
Monte Carlo methods can simply adjust their sampling distribution function to reflect
any ensemble. In MD this is more complicated due to its fundamental microcanonical-
based nature. It either requires to adjust equation 3.3.32 or somehow incorporate MC
moves. Although the isobaric ensemble is very useful and commonly used in MD sim-
ulations, it is of no interest to this study and will therefore be ignored. Here we focus on
how the NVT ensemble can be simulated. A large number of studies investigate accurate
methods for controlling temperature. Here we briefly discuss two of the most commonly
used techniques.
In section 3.3.1 the NVT example was defined by considering the system in question
as being in contact with a heat bath. The Andersen thermostat [144] tries to model the
interaction between the system and heat bath. This is emulated by introducing stochastic
collisions on particles in the system. At each timestep each atom has a uniform probability
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to “collide”. The strength of the interaction between the heat bath and the system is defined
by the frequency parameter. The probability of a particle colliding increases with increasing
frequency. In the event of a collision of an atom, its velocity is reset by selecting it from
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In the absence of a collision an atom still behaves
according to equation 3.3.32.
An alternative approach for setting the temperature of the system is the Nose-Hoover
thermostat [145, 146]. This approach adjusts the equation of motion. Using Lagrangian
mechanics, a reformulation of Newton’s equations, auxiliary, artificial dimensions are in-
troduced to manifest the NVT ensemble. This is the most commonly used thermostat in
MD simulations.
Another approach to set the temperature of a system is to rescale its atomic velocit-
ies accordingly so that the average kinetic energy gives the desired temperature (equation
3.3.8). The rescaling does not change the relationship between the velocities of diﬀerent
atoms. This approach however, does not correspond to any statistical ensemble [133]. It is
therefore often avoided during the calculation of properties. However, it is commonly used
to regulate temperature, either during equilibration phase (after which the rescaling stops)
or for parts of the system that are not considered for the calculation of any properties.
3.4 Conclusions
In this section we have provided the general background required for an understanding of
the models and tools used in the chapters to follow.
First we provided an brief introduction to crystallography. This might seem irrelevant
to the topic of this thesis. The concepts described are however used for the creation of
the solid channel walls. Furthermore, many studies on fluids initially place the atoms on a
crystal lattice to avoid any overlapping. In our studies, liquid atoms are placed randomly
(see section 3.3.3) for reasons described later (see chapter 4).
Next we provided a very brief introduction to intramolecular and intermolecular interac-
tions. The section also describes some techniques that are often used to realise such forces
computationally. One could skip the physical description of these chemical interactions and
directly focus on section 3.2.3. The systems considered here have well established model-
ling techniques that can be used without knowledge of their underlying physics. However,
we strongly believe that a more in-depth understanding of these concepts facilitates a more
collective view of the models and the results.
Finally, we have also given a short introduction to statistical mechanics. This is crucial
for understanding the methodologies employed here for calculating system properties. In
addition, we briefly explain the main concepts behind MD and MC. All of the studies in
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this thesis use MD. Since MC does not have a strict definition of time, it is not so suitable
for the calculation of transport properties. Since the thermal conductivity is the primary
interest of the studies, MD is the most reasonable choice.
The molecular dynamics code used here is the open source program Large Scale Atom-
ic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)[147]. Its extensibility (since it is
open source) and its involved community are both attractive traits.
C H A P T E R 4
Thermal Behaviour of Confined Liquids
4.1 Introduction
In this section we study how the simple act of confining a liquid aﬀects its thermal prop-
erties. As discussed in the introduction, MD simulations have proven to be eﬀective for
understanding such systems. The majority of investigations on nanoflows focus on the
slippage of the fluid adjacent to the channel walls [148–151]. These have successfully re-
solved discrepancies between experimental work [152, 153] and the applicability of the
no-slip condition often employed in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations.
However, thermal properties have also been investigated. The thermal conductivity has
been studied before as a function of the channel width [154, 155]. The same studies have
observed that the thermal conductivity and diﬀusion coeﬃcient are anisotropic between the
directions parallel and normal to the walls. In addition, investigations have correlated the
Kapitza resistance (thermal resistance at the solid-liquid interface) [156, 157] with the wall
and liquid properties as well as the channel width.
We believe however, that more attention is needed on the thermal behaviour of such
nanofluidic environments. Furthermore, our main focus is not to estimate accurate values
of the thermal conductivities under various conditions. We are mostly interested in un-
derstanding the physical mechanisms that promote heat transfer, and how they diﬀer from
those in unconfined liquids.
In this chapter, we focus on the thermal conductivity in the directions parallel to the
channel walls. The aforementioned anisotropy of properties in nanochannels [154, 155]
suggests that our conclusions do not apply in the direction normal to the channel walls and
do not accurately describe the total thermal conductivity of the system (averaged over all
three directions). The conscious decision of studying the parallel direction stems from our
understanding that most thermal management applications attempt to transfer heat in the
streamwise direction, that is, parallel to the channel walls.
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4.2 Computational Model
Here we describe the MD model for liquid argon confined in two parallel, idealised solid
walls (figure 4.1). Many of the units used are in reduced units (see appendix A). How-
ever, the thermal conductivity is converted to units of SI for a trivial comparison with the
experimental observed value for argon.
Figure 4.1: MD model of liquid argon confined in a nanochannel, visualized using VMD
First, we define the potentials describing the dynamics of the system. As a noble
gas, argon atoms interact via London dispersion forces. These can be modelled through
a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (section 3.2.3). The LJ parameters for the argon particles
are εll = 1.0ε and σll = 1.0σ, where ε and σ are the strength of the interaction and mo-
lecular length, respectively. For the interactions between the solid walls and liquid argon
particles, εwl = 0.8ε and σwl = 0.75σ are used. The wall atoms are fixed using spring
potentials of stiﬀness κ = 500εσ2. This allows them to vibrate while interacting naturally
with the liquid particles[156].
Next we discuss the geometrical structure of the system. The walls of the channel are
fixed perpendicular to the y-direction (parallel to the xz plane). The dimensions in the
x and z directions are Lx = 14.14σ and Lz = 16.33σ, respectively. Ly is the distance
separating the walls (in the y-direction) and varies across diﬀerent cases, ranging between
3 and 27. Periodic boundary conditions are used along the channel to emulate its perpetual
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continuation.
The solid particles of the walls are placed on two (111) fcc lattice planes (see 3.1). This
forms closed-group layers that minimize the gaps for liquid atoms to escape. The argon
particles are initially placed randomly in the channel. The number of inserted particles is
adjusted depending on the volume of the system to realize a constant density of 0.84ρ∗,
where ρ∗ is the reduced density. The random positioning of atoms introduces significant
overlapping, which can cause problems to the simulation. We resolve this by restricting
the motion of each atom to a maximum distance of 0.01σ per time step (see section 3.3.3).
This restriction is relaxed after 20000δt.
Instead, we could have placed the liquid atoms on a lattice. This would directly over-
come the problem of overlapping. However, in the current model, two lattices would be
required: one for the walls and one for the liquid atoms (the wall will obviously have much
smaller lattice parameters due to its higher density). Furthermore, the simulation box must
be defined to match exactly an integer number of “wall” unit cells. If not, the crystal struc-
ture of the walls will break at the periodic boundaries. Therefore, at certain channel widths
the separation between the two walls might not exactly fit an integer number of unit cells
for the liquid atoms. In such cases the density would be slightly lower.
The regulation of the temperature of the system is achieved solely through the walls by
rescaling the velocities of their atoms in each lattice plane [148, 149, 156]. This means that
four thermostats are used on the system (two for each of the two walls). The regulation
of the liquid temperature is achieved by conducting heat to and from the walls without any
artificial adjustments. This method of temperature control is preferred rather than assigning
thermostats to the entire system, which can sometimes lead to unrealistic results [158].
The system is brought into thermal equilibrium at a temperature of 0.71T ∗, where T ∗ is
the reduced temperature. This value, with the aforementioned density, corresponds to the
liquid state of argon [38, 140]. The state of the system is updated using the micro-canonical
(NVE) ensemble with a time step of δt ≈ 2 f s. After an initial equilibration phase of 106δt
the system is sampled for a further 4 × 107δt to calculate the thermal conductivity.
The thermal conductivity of the liquid is calculated using the Green-Kubo relations
(equation 3.3.17) using equation 3.3.19 for the calculation of the microscopic heat flux J.
However, here we only focus on λx, the thermal conductivity in the x direction (parallel to
the walls).
4.3 Validation and Uncertainty
The thermal conductivity of pure argon (i.e. without the walls) was calculated to be
0.130W/mK which has a 1.5% error from the experimental value (0.132W/mK) under the
same conditions [134].
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In addition, we want to eliminate methodology-related uncertainty. The first factor to
take into account is whether or not the total time of our simulation allows for the conver-
gence of the thermal conductivities. We show this by plotting the output of the Green-Kubo
for some of the cases considered (the ones of the following section), as a function of the
simulation time. The results show a very good convergence (figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Convergence of the thermal conductivity for the various channel widths
The Green-Kubo relation can introduce error when the dimensions of the system are
too small (see section 3.3.1). To account for such uncertainties, the thermal conductivity
of a channel of width 6.58σ has been calculated for diﬀerent lengths in the x-direction (the
direction in which the thermal conductivity is calculated). The channel lengths considered
are 7.07σ, 10σ, 14.6σ, 22.6σ and 42σ. The results fluctuate around a mean value E(λ) =
0.3712W/mK with a standard deviation equal to 0.0142 (figure 4.3). The results show
that the first point slightly underestimates the value of the thermal conductivity, deviating
by 6.8% from the mean value. The remaining points lie very close to the mean, with a
deviation of up to 2.9% for the channel of length 22.6σ. Finally, the value 14.6σ used for
this study deviates by only 2.1%. We can generally see that channels beyond 10σ in length
are suitable for the calculation of the thermal conductivity.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence of the thermal conductivity for the various channel widths
4.4 Crystal-like heat transfer of liquids in nanochannels
In this section we study how the simple act of confining a liquid in nanometer-sized char-
acteristic dimensions alters its thermodynamic properties.
The HFACF provides vital information as to how energy fluctuations in the system dis-
sipate. In turn, it illuminates the mechanics of heat transfer within the system. Figure
4.4 plots the HFACF in the longitudinal (x) direction for unrestricted and confined argon
(the z direction yields identical results). The results identify a significantly diﬀerent dis-
sipation pattern of energy perturbations between the two cases. While bulk, unconfined
argon presents a sudden, monotonic decay (≈ 400 timesteps) the restricted liquid presents
a two-stage decay; one coinciding with its unrestricted counterpart and a second gradual
curve extending in time until it finally converges at ≈ 10000 timesteps. As equation 3.3.17
suggests, the larger area under the HFACF of the confined liquid implies a higher thermal
conductivity compared to its bulk counterpart.
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Figure 4.4: HFACF in the x-direction for unrestricted liquid argon (blue) and for liquid argon in a
nanochannel (red)
The monotonic nature and short length of decay of bulk argon is the cause of the dif-
fusive nature of heat transfer in liquids. The structural complexity and random collisions
of its atoms enable energy transfer between neighbouring atoms over short timescales.
The diﬀerent trends observed between the two curves suggest a significant change in
the thermal behaviour of the liquid. It was speculated that this is due to diﬀusion arising
from the density variations across the channel width. However, as Figure 4.5 suggests,
the liquid stratification occurs only in the direction normal to the wall. In the parallel
directions, which are those of interest to this study, the density is in fact uniform and hence,
no net movement should exist along the channel. Furthermore, studies have suggested that
confinement increases the frequency of collisions, inevitably resulting in more eﬃcient
energy transfer [155]. This, however, would not significantly prolong the convergence of
the HFACF as energy is still transferred mostly between neighbouring atoms; the confined
liquid would simply be more correlated at the initial timesteps of the function compared
to the unconfined liquid. An analogy is the comparison between two unconfined liquids
under diﬀerent temperatures. The more vibrant atomic motion at higher temperatures will
result in the HFACF starting from a greater value. Yet, the correlation length will not diﬀer
significantly.
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Figure 4.5: Density contours in the xy plane averaged over time
Previous studies have shown that the transition from liquid or amorphous solid to crystal
argon is accompanied by the exact same change in the HFACF [135] as that observed
between unconfined and confined liquid argon in the present investigation. Similarly, other
crystalline materials have shown similar trends [159, 160]. The phenomenon is attributed
to the existence of long-range phonons in perfect crystals. The phonons carry energy over
longer distances and timescales, causing the HFACF to decay more slowly. In a similar
manner, the two-stage decay of the confined liquid is attributed to a significant increase
of the phonon mean-free-path compared to bulk liquids. Under confinement, the liquid
forms solid-like strata across its width. The imposed structure enables the influence of
atomic motion to propagate in a wave-like manner persisting over longer distances. Of
course, as a liquid, its atoms still undergo random motion. Hence, the first part of the decay
corresponds to the abrupt, stochastic collisions between liquid particles, while the second
part corresponds to long-range phonons that propagate unscattered, transferring energy.
In order to parameterise the thermal conductivity of the liquid into its short-range, dif-
fusive and long-range components, a sum of two exponential functions
⟨J(t) · J(0)⟩
d
= Aac,shexp(−t/τac,sh) + Aac,lgexp(−t/τac,lg) (4.4.1)
was fitted onto the HFACF [80, 135], where the subscripts ac, sh and lg refer to acous-
tic, short-range and long-range phonons respectively. Studies have suggested that optical
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phonons contribute to the short-range portion of the decay[80]. However, the monatomic
nature of the fluid in question rules that out[135]. Fig. 4.6 indicates that the fitting captures
the curve very well.
In Eq. 4.4.1 the parameters Aac,sh , Aac,lg and τac,sh, τac,lg are the strengths and time
constants of the short and long range phonons respectively and d is the number of dimen-
sions over which the HFACF is calculated. In possession of these parameters, the thermal
conductivity can be calculated as [135]
λFIT =
1
kBVT 2
(Aac,shτac,sh + Aac,lgτac,lg)
≡ λac,sh + λac,lg (4.4.2)
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Figure 4.6: HFACF of a liquid in a 6.58σ channel and the sum of two exponential functions fitted
onto it
Figure 4.7 plots the thermal conductivity of liquid argon as a function of the wall separa-
tion. The four curves correspond to the values obtained directly from the integral of HFACF
(green line with circles), from the exponential fit (red line with diamonds) and the individual
long range (blue line with triangles) and short-range (black line with squares) eﬀects (as
calculated by equation 4.4.2). With the exception of the first point, the direct integral shows
an inverse proportional correlation converging to experimental observations of the thermal
conductivity of bulk liquid argon under the same temperature [134] (≈ 0.132W/mK).The
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deviation of the first point is ascribed to all liquid particles being in close proximity to both
channel walls, which inevitably aﬀects the liquid structure and motion. This is presented
in figure 4.8 using the 1D density profiles across the channel width for channel widths of
3σ, 10σ and 25.6σ. The results show that although the peaks and troughs of the two larger
channels coincide, the narrowest channel shows an entirely diﬀerent oscillation pattern.
The values produced from the exponential fitting form a curve of the same shape. Al-
though the results coincide at the higher wall separations, a diﬀerence of up to 8% exists
in the lower values. Since the exponential functions overlap with the HFACF almost en-
tirely, the above diﬀerences are attributed to noise in the HFACF calculations associated
with the long correlation-length accumulation eﬀects [157]. Hence, the smoother curve
obtained from the fitting probably reflects a numerically more accurate behaviour than the
one obtained from the raw data [161].
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Figure 4.7: The thermal conductivity of the system as a function of the wall separation. The four
curves represent the property as obtained by a direct integral of the HFACF(green), by using Eq.
4.4.2 (red), and the individual short (black) and long (blue) range eﬀects
The decomposition of the thermal conductivity into its long and short-range com-
ponents can shed light on the underlying physical mechanisms of thermal transport in
nanochannels. The thermal conductivity attributed to short range phonons, λac,sh, gradu-
ally increases for channel widths less than 10σ. This behaviour reflects the inability of the
liquid atoms to move and collide freely since for Ly < 10σ all argon particles are bounded
within discrete dense layers (figure 4.8). This liquid stratification is significantly more
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pronounced for the narrowest channel (Ly = 3σ) than it is for the channel of width 10σ,
thus resulting in an increase of thermal diﬀusion and, therefore, of λac,sh. As the width of
the channel increases further (Ly ≥ 10σ), free particles start occupying the centre of the
channel and λac,sh asymptotically converges to the thermal conductivity of bulk argon.
The results of the thermal conductivity associated with the long range phonons, λac,lg,
show a trend identical to λEXP, with a maximum value reached for a nanochannel of width
Ly = 6.58σ. For greater channel widths, both curves start decreasing exponentially. For
channel widths smaller than 10σ, the thermal conductivity of the liquid is dominated by
long-range phonons. This is shown in figure 4.7 where, within the specified range (i.e
Ly ≤ 10σ), λac,lg has higher values than λac,sh. At Ly ≈ 10σ the two curves cross each other,
and for channel widths greater than 10σ the long range eﬀects become insignificant in the
total thermal conductivity. The value of λac,lg continues to decrease until it completely
vanishes at Ly = 25.6σ.
The values extracted from HFACF (Aac,sh, Aac,lg, τac,sh and τac,lg) and the derived thermal
conductivities (λEXP, λac,sh and λac,lg) are averaged values over the entire, non-homogeneous
system. This includes density fluctuations near the solid-liquid interface. The mean free
path of phonons depends significantly on the density of the medium through which it
propagates. Hence, the heat transfer capacity within the channel varies across diﬀerent
regions. This diﬀers from studies on perfect crystals, where the phonon strength and re-
laxation time reflect intensive properties of the bulk material [80, 135]. The diminishing
pattern of the long-range component of heat transfer as the channel width increases, implies
that phonons propagate more eﬀectively along the stratified layers of liquid. As the chan-
nel becomes wider and the volume fraction of the discrete density layers decays, so does
the eﬀect from phonons. However, both longitudinal and transverse phonons are allowed
in unconfined liquids [162] and it is therefore expected that, depending on the channel
properties, such vibrations can persist in the center of the channel. We have conducted
investigations for systems with diﬀerent liquid densities and operating temperatures, and
found that higher-energy phonons are initiated. These can persist in the non-stratified part
of the channel, thus allowing their eﬀects to be evident also in significantly bigger channels.
These results are shown in the following sections.
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Figure 4.8: Density profiles in the direction of confinement for 3 diﬀerent wall separations
Although there are no experimental data against which the computational results of this
investigation can be verified, MD simulations can be considered as the most accurate simu-
lation approach to investigate the thermodynamic behavior of liquid argon in nanochannels.
It is shown that confining the liquid to nanoscale characteristic dimensions can significantly
enhance the thermal conductivity, by approximately 2.8 times compared with the uncon-
fined liquid. By observing the dissipation pattern of energy fluctuations in the system this
phenomenon is attributed to the existence of long-range phonons, which mostly propagate
along the solid-like, structured liquid strata close and parallel to the channel walls. As the
channel width increases, the long-range component of the thermal conductivity decays to
that of bulk argon. Although experimental verification is still required, we believe that the
finding of this study can used for the design of eﬃcient thermal management tools.
4.5 Parametric analysis
The preceding section has shown that confined and unconfined liquids transfer heat in dif-
ferent ways. To the best of our knowledge this observation is new. Based on other studies
on crystal solids, we have presented a framework for decomposing the thermal conductivity
into its short-range (normally evident in unrestricted liquids) and long-range eﬀects.
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In this section we study how some of the system parameters aﬀect the propagation of
phonons and the thermal conductivity. The parameters studied are:
• Strength of interaction between the walls and the liquid.
• Density
• Temperature.
To be accurate with our definitions, when we lower the density of the system we can no
longer talk about liquid argon. Instead, in these sections we will often refer to our fluid
as a monatomic liquid. Of course, we are still assuming atoms of neutral charge which
are interacting through London-dispersion forces. Since these tend to be modelled by the
Lennard-Jones potential, we also refer to the liquid as a Lennard-Jones fluid.
4.5.1 Solid-Liquid Interactions
In this section we investigate how the strength of the interaction between the solid walls
and the liquid aﬀects the thermal conductivity. The range of values used for εwl is 0.4ε ≤
εwl ≤ 1.0ε.
Figure 4.9 shows the thermal conductivity for a channel width of 6.58σ against εwl.
The four curves correspond to the values as calculated from a direct integral of the HFACF
(green); as obtained from the exponential fitting of equation 4.4.1 (red); and the short
(black); and long (blue) range components of the equation. Again, the line obtained from
the exponential function fits the raw data very well (within 4% error).
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Figure 4.9: The thermal conductivity as a function of the interaction strength between the solid
walls and the liquid, εwl
The results show that the total thermal conductivity increases with the strength of the
solid-liquid interaction. This is in no way surprising. As εwl decreases, the liquid starts
behaving more like its unrestricted counterpart. Therefore we expect that the long-range
component of the thermal conductivity would also vanish.
The decomposition of the thermal conductivity into its short and long range components
illustrates this more clearly. It is interesting to see that as εwl increases, λac,sh decreases
(albeit very slightly). The increasing interaction results in stronger forces acting on the
fluid particles, keeping them tethered to their positions. This in turn reduces the collision
frequency between them and the diﬀusive, short-range component decreases.
The long-range component of the thermal conductivity is the most important when it
comes to its dependence on εwl. λac,lg increases with increasing εwl. As the solid-liquid
interaction increases in strength, the liquid atoms become more organised and solid-like.
This imposed structure can facilitate the propagation of phonons more eﬀectively.
Summary
To summarise this section, we have studied how the solid-liquid interaction aﬀects the
thermal conductivity of confined liquids. When the interaction is weak, the liquid behaves
more like its unrestricted counterpart. Therefore, for values of εwl < 0.55ε the short-range
component of the thermal conductivity is dominant. Beyond this value, heat transfer is
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mostly dominated by the longer-range eﬀects of phonons.
4.5.2 Density
Here we study how the thermal conductivity varies with a change in the system density.
The model employed is identical to the one in the previous section with the exception of
the density. We study the system under four densities: ρ = 0.75ρ∗, ρ = 0.78ρ∗, ρ = 0.81ρ∗,
ρ = 0.84ρ∗.
Fig. 4.10 plots the thermal conductivity, in the x-direction parallel to the wall, of a
liquid in a channel of width 8.3σ against the liquid density. The four curves show the
values as calculated by a direct integral of the HFACF; the values calculated using Eq.
4.4.2; as well as the short and long range components of the equation. The points obtained
from the exponential fitting (λFIT ) are within 5% of the original curve. The diﬀusive (λac,sh)
and long-range (λac,lg) eﬀects of the thermal conductivity are also presented in order to shed
light on the synergy of the two thermal transport mechanisms.
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Figure 4.10: Decomposition of the thermal conductivity of a liquid in a channel of 8.3σ as a
function of the liquid density.
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The salient observation of Fig. 4.10 is the inverse correlation between the total thermal
conductivity and the liquid density. This behaviour is fascinating as it in contrast to un-
restricted liquids. Under no spatial restriction the increasing density also increases the
collision frequency between liquid molecules. This in turn enables a more eﬃcient trans-
fer of energy and therefore a higher thermal conductivity [155, 163]. This conventional
understanding of fluids is illustrated by the short-range, diﬀusive part of the thermal con-
ductivity whose value increases, albeit marginally, as the channel becomes more crammed
with liquid particles. The deviation of this component is orders of magnitude smaller than
the decrease of the long-range component. Hence, it contributes very little to the total heat
conduction. Consequently, the rest of this study will focus on the nature of the long-range
phonons propagating parallel to the channel walls.
Figure 4.11a plots the long-range component of the thermal conductivity as a function
of the density for various channel wall separations. All curves show the same diminishing
behaviour with increasing density. However, the cases for wider channels show signific-
antly higher thermal conductivities at lower liquid densities. As the density increases, the
lines intersect and cross each other. Therefore, for higher densities, the narrower channels
have slightly higher thermal conductivities. We illustrate this more clearly be plotting the
same values of the thermal conductivity as a function of the wall separation distance for
diﬀerent values of the liquid density (figure 4.11b). The results show that the slope of the
curve significantly depends on the density. For the highest density value (ρ∗ = 0.84) we see
that the thermal conductivity decays rapidly as the channel width increases (these are the
cases shown in the previous section). As the density decreases the gradient of this curve in-
creases. For a value of ρ∗ = 0.81 the thermal conductivity seems unaﬀected by the channel
width. For ρ∗ = 0.78 and ρ∗ = 0.75 the thermal conductivity increases significantly with
increasing channel width. In fact, the thermal conductivity triples between the channel of
width Ly = 6.6σ and Ly = 22σ.
We attribute this inverse correlation between the thermal conductivity and the density to
the increased collision frequency. Although in unrestricted liquids it marginally increases
the thermal conductivity, here it impairs the vibrational motion of the particles and in turn
the long-range phonons discussed in the previous section.
The relationship between the thermal conductivity and the size of the channel is linked
to the eﬀect of atomic motion under confinement. As the width of the channel increases,
the atoms can move more freely(especially in the direction normal to the wall). At higher
densities this translates into a random motion, again increasing thermal diﬀusion but inter-
fering with the long-range phonons. At lower densities, it manifests itself as vibrations of
larger amplitudes, which carry more energy with them. It is, however, surprising to see an
increase in λ for widths beyond Ly = 10σ, as the centre of the channel starts filling up with
loose particles. The solid-like liquid layers, which are assumed to be responsible for the
propagation of the phonons, occupy a diminishing part of the overall system. This means
that phonons can in fact persist even in the centre of the channel.
To further investigate this claim we consider the HFACF in the y direction. As phonons
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(a) Thermal conductivity plotted against the liquid density for various wall separations.
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(b) Thermal conductivity plotted against the wall separation of the channel for various liquid dens-
ities.
Figure 4.11: Thermal conductivities against the density of the liquid (4.11a) and the wall separation
of the channel (4.11b).
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backscatter across solid-liquid interfaces or density variations the HFACF oscillates about
zero. The period of this oscillation is related to the phonon mean free path [34]. Therefore,
by comparing the oscillatory pattern of the HFACF in the y direction we can see whether
or not phonons persist in larger channels.
Furthermore, in 3D systems, any vibration gives rise to 3 phonon modes: two transverse
ones and one longitudinal. Therefore, the behaviour of the HFACF in the y direction is
directly linked to the x and z directions. For example, a longitudinal phonon in the y
direction is accompanied by two transverse phonons; one in the x direction and one in the
z direction.
Figure 4.12 shows the HFACF in the y direction, for liquids of diﬀerent densities con-
fined in a channel of width 6.58σ. Both the amplitude and period of the curve increase
with decreasing density. The larger amplitude indicates more energetic phonons. This is a
result of the extra space available for the atoms to oscillate at lower densities. The period
(which corresponds to the phonon mean free path) increases due to the smaller number of
scattering events at lower densities.
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Figure 4.12: HFACF of liquid in a 6.58σ-width channel in the y direction for various densities.
If phonons were only significant in the stratified parts of the liquid, then the period of
the HFACF in the y direction should not change with increasing channel width. Phonons
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originating from the walls will always scatter after a fixed distance (i.e. same mean free
path) corresponding to the width of the stratified part of the channel. Furthermore, as
phonons are operating on a smaller percentage of the overall system, the amplitude of
oscillation of the HFACF will be smaller. This behaviour can be seen in Fig. 4.13b, for
a liquid with ρ∗ = 0.84. In the narrowest channel where the entire width is stratified, the
curve oscillates about zero. As the channel width increases, the stratified part of the channel
occupies a smaller percentage of the system. The period of the oscillation remains the same
but the amplitude decreases. This indicates that for a liquid with density ρ∗ = 0.84 phonons
are only significant in narrower channels.
For the lowest density ρ∗ = 0.75 the HFACF in the y direction behaves diﬀerently
(figure 4.13a). As the channel width increases, both the amplitude and period of the HFACF
increase significantly. This is true for channel widths beyond Ly = 10σ where the liquid
stratification occupies a continuously smaller volume close to the channel walls and liquid
distribution increasingly becomes more uniform. This shows that the phonons initiated
from the wall can persist beyond the stratified part of the channel.
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Figure 4.13: The HFACF in the y direction for various wall separations for ρ = 0.75ρ∗(4.13a) and
ρ = 0.84ρ∗ (4.13b)
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In this section, we have shown that under certain circumstances, phonons can persist
in larger channels. Previous studies have shown that liquids can indeed facilitate both
longitudinal and transverse phonons. However, only transverse phonons of frequencies
greater than 1tr exist where tr is time below which the atomic structure of the liquid remains
unaltered [162, 164]. At lower densities tr is relatively large due to a smaller number of
collisions. Therefore, phonons of a wider spectrum of frequencies are transferring energy.
The sensitivity of phonons based on the distribution and structure of particles is not
unusual in solids. A good example is graphene. The carbon atoms in graphene can oscillate
uninterruptedly, enabling high energy phonons to travel uninterrupted over long distances
(assuming high quality graphene). Graphite, made out of parallel layers of graphene, has
a much lower thermal conductivity (see section 2.3). The reason is that phonons scatter
across the parallel graphene planes [165]. Even when measuring the thermal conductivity
of graphene experimentally, the material is suspended in order to prevent any scattering on
interfaces [166]. In a similar manner, the liquid particles at lower densities have the spatial
luxury to oscillate, eﬃciently carrying energy.
Based on macroscopic intuition, we know that beyond a certain channel width, the
thermal conductivity of all densities must eventually diminish to the values of the equivalent
unrestricted liquids. Unfortunately, the crippling demand of computational resources by
MD does not allow us to explore this limit. This is where mesoscale and hybrid-molecular
continuum approaches would be ideal.
Summary
To summarise this section, we have studied how the thermal conductivity of confined li-
quids is aﬀected by their density. In contrast to unrestricted fluids, the thermal conductivity
increases with decreasing density. This is a result of more energetic phonons travelling
unscattered over longer distances. We have also found that for lower values of the density,
phonons can even persist in larger channels.
4.5.3 Temperature
In this section we study how the thermal conductivity of confined liquids depends on the
temperature. The model employed is exactly the same as the above sections, with the
density fixed at ρ = 0.84ρ∗. The range of temperatures used is 0.71T ∗ ≤ T ≤ 1.3T ∗.
Figure 4.14 shows the long-range portion of the thermal conductivity as a function of
temperature for various wall separation distances. The results show an exponential cor-
relation between the thermal conductivity and the system temperature. This suggests that
phonons of higher energy levels are available at high temperatures.
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This behaviour is consistent with the quantum mechanical description of phonons. We
have seen that particles classed as fermions, such as electrons, obey the Pauli exclusion
principle (see section 3.2.2). However phonons, along with other force carrying particles
(e.g. photons), form another class of fundamental particles called bosons. An unlimited
number of bosons can be in the same state. The average number of such particles in an
energy level is given by the famous Bose-Einstein statistics. For phonons this is given by
⟨n(ω)⟩ = 1
exp
(
!ω
kBT
) − 1 (4.5.1)
where ⟨n(ω)⟩ is the average number of phonons with frequency ω(related to the energy by
E = hω); and !. This equation shows that a smaller number of phonons is available for
higher frequencies (and therefore energies). However, as the temperature increases, so does
the number of phonons occupying these higher energy levels.
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Figure 4.14: Thermal conductivity against the system temperature for 4 diﬀerent wall separations
For a more classical, intuitive explanation, the higher temperatures enable oscillations
of larger amplitude. For a more rigorous explanation, Fig. 4.15 shows the density pro-
files of the liquid next to the wall for two diﬀerent system temperatures. It shows that as
the temperature increases, the maximum values of the peaks decrease while the width of
each profile increases. The size and number of atoms in each system, however, is exactly
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the same. Therefore, the density of the system does not diﬀer in any way. The diﬀerent
nature of the two profiles is a product of the diﬀerent atomic motion. The wider curve for
the higher temperature, shows that the atoms perform oscillations of greater amplitudes.
Because of that, the probability of finding an atom near the peak decreases. However, it
is more likely to find an atom at a distance (corresponding to the amplitude of oscillation)
away from the peak. Therefore, the density profile for the higher temperature is wider with
a smaller local maximum. The greater the amplitude, the greater the energy accompanied
with that oscillation and the more heat is transferred.
As the size of the simulation and liquid properties are identical for the two curves, we
deduce that the alterations of the density profiles are a result of an increasing vibrational
amplitude. The additional energy through the higher temperature causes a more exagger-
ated oscillation of the fluid particles, resulting in them spending less time close to their
equilibrium positions, giving the profiles a wider shape with lowered local maxima.
Figure 4.15: Density profiles in the direction of confinement for 2 diﬀerent system temperatures
The thermal conductivity of unrestricted liquids is also enhanced (very slightly) with an
increasing temperature. As the temperature increases, the atoms become much more ener-
getic and their motion more chaotic. The diﬀusion and frequency of collision increases. In
turn, energy is transferred more eﬃciently. This is obviously diﬀerent to the case of con-
fined liquids. The spatial restriction converts the stochastic atomic motion into a structured
oscillations of larger amplitudes, which carry much larger amounts of energy.
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Summary
To summarise this section, we have studied how the thermal conductivity of confined li-
quids behaves as a function of temperature. The results show an increasing pattern which
is attributed to a larger number of high energy phonons available in the system. This is in
agreement with the Bose-Einstein statistics. Furthermore, the density profiles show that at
higher temperatures the atoms perform oscillations of greater amplitude.
4.6 Conclusions
In this section we have studied how confinement aﬀects the thermal conductivity of a
Lennard-Jones fluid. The main findings are listed as follows
• Simply restricting a monatomic liquid, increases its thermal conductivity signific-
antly.
• The strength of the interaction between the liquid and channel walls influences the
heat conductance of the system. For weak interactions the thermal conductivity is
dominated by the short-range diﬀusive component. This is similar to unrestricted
liquids. As the interaction becomes stronger the thermal conductivity increases and
is mostly dominated by long-range phonons
• The liquid density has significant eﬀects on the thermal conductivity of the liquid.
As the density decreases the thermal conductivity is significantly enhanced. This is
in contrast to unrestricted liquids. The behaviour is attributed to a smaller number of
scattering events as the channel is less “cluttered” at lower densities.
• For lower values of the liquid density, phonons persist even in the center of the chan-
nel where no stratification occurs. Under such conditions the thermal conductivity is
enhanced even in larger channel widths.
• For higher system temperatures, phonons of higher energy are available, which en-
hance the thermal conductivity of the liquid.
Generally, we have found that the long-range component of the thermal conductivity in
confined liquids is very sensitive. More so than solids, the motion of liquid atoms is sus-
ceptible to many parameters. These can compromise their vibrational motion by increasing
the frequency of scattering events. It is therefore of practical importance to understand
under which conditions such eﬀects can be harnessed for more eﬀective heat transfer.
The results obtained here involve a system with no fluid flow. It remains an open ques-
tion as to whether such eﬀects are still significant under flow conditions. We expect that
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high velocities will interfere with these delicate lattice vibrations causing the aforemen-
tioned thermal conductivity enhancements to vanish. However, we believe that under low
velocity laminar flows, such eﬀects will still play a major role in the heat transfer capacity
of the system. For example, future heat exchangers might be focused on liquids flowing
through wicks under capillary forces.
Furthermore, our studies involve monatomic liquids which interact via weak London
dispersion forces. Other liquids, such as water, have molecules that are more tightly bound
to each other (see section 3.2.1). Therefore, one would expect that under confinement, the
thermal conductivity will significantly increase. Previous studies have indeed shown that
the thermal conductivity of water increases under confinement (although the mechanism
of heat transfer was not studied) [155]. However, the confining solid in these studies is a
SWNT. Carbon-based materials are hydrophobic which, based on our results, suppress the
propagation of phonons.
We believe that an appropriate selection of the operating liquid and the material of the
channel can have a major eﬀect on the thermal conductivity of the system. Here, we have
provided a framework providing design considerations to improve the thermal conductance
of thermal management devices. Of course there are many steps between this theoretical
study and the practical application of the presented findings. These will be discussed in the
concluding chapter.
C H A P T E R 5
Thermal Behaviour of Confined Nanofluids
During the review of the literature (see section 2.4) we have discussed the fact that nan-
ofluids exhibit thermal conductivities often beyond the predictions of theoretical models.
There are a number of MD studies of the thermodynamic properties of nanofluids, provid-
ing various explanations of the observed enhancement [34, 140, 167, 168].
Here, we study the thermal conductivity of these suspensions under spatial restrictions.
This area has received very little attention. However, the vision of nanofluids as cooling
liquids in micro and nanochannel heat sinks renders such investigations crucial. The sys-
tems studied here involve very narrow channels (up to 10σ in channel width) with a single
particle located at the centre. Under flow conditions, clogging and abrasion might become
serious problems for such systems. However, we believe that the findings presented here
can shed light on the behaviour of nanofluids in larger channels (i.e. microchannels).
In this chapter we consider two nanofluids:
• Copper-argon nanofluids, confined in idealised walls. This is a model very similar to
those employed for pure liquids (4) with the addition of the nanoparticle
• Copper-Water nanofluid confined in smooth, graphene-based walls.
As we mentioned in the introductory chapter, the results shown here were obtained
before those of chapter 4. In fact, it is the results of section 5.2 which compelled us to
study confined liquids without the nanoparticle. Although this section has been extended
to accommodate the results of chapter 4, the sections to follow are not a continuation of the
preceding chapter. It is a future endeavour to study exactly how the addition of the particle
aﬀects the lattice vibrations of chapter 4.
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5.1 Thermal Conductivity of copper-argon Nanofluids in
Nano-channels
In this section we study a nanofluid consists of a copper particle suspended in liquid argon.
The suspension is confined in a channel of idealised solid walls. The goal is to study how
its thermal conductivity changes with increasing volume fraction and decreasing channel
width.
5.1.1 Computational Model
The computational model consists of argon atoms confined in a channel of nanometer char-
acteristic dimensions, as well as a copper particle suspended in the centre of the system.
The model is almost identical to those used in chapter 4. The main diﬀerence is that a
sphere of liquid atoms was scooped from the center of the channel and was replaced by
copper atoms (figure 5.1). These have mass m = 1.6m∗ (i.e. 1.6 times that of the atomic
mass of liquid argon).
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the MDmodel of a copper-argon nanofluid confined within
two idealized walls. On the right hand image the argon particles are made transparent
All interactions are modelled through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (equation 3.2.3).
For computational eﬃciency, interatomic interactions beyond a cut-oﬀ distance rc = 2.2σ
are disregarded. The LJ parameters for the potential between argon particles are ϵll = 1.0ϵ
and σll = 1.0σ, while for the wall-argon interactions the values ϵwl = 0.6ϵ and σwl =
0.75σ are used (same as before). For the copper particle the parameters ϵp = 39.676ϵ and
σp = 0.738σ are used. For the particle-argon interaction we use the Lorentz-Berthelot
mixing rule (equations 3.2.4 and 3.2.5). The resulting LJ parameters are ϵpl = 6.3ϵ and
σpl = 0.8693σ. Finally, for the wall-particle interactions, the values ϵwp = 39.0ϵ and
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σwp = 0.85σ are employed. The number of argon atoms varies with the channel width,
while retaining a constant density ρ∗l = 0.84mσ
−3 and temperature T ∗ = 0.7ϵk−1B .
The simulation timestep is δt ≈ 2 f s. An initial equilibration phase of 2×106 timesteps is
performed to allow the temperature and energy of the system to settle. The simulations are
then performed for a further 2 × 107 timesteps and the positions at each timestep are taken
from the microcanonical ensemble (NVE). For the calculation of HFACF, a correlation
length of 2× 105 timesteps is used, which gives the autocorrelation function suﬃcient time
to decay.
5.1.2 Results and Discussion
The thermal conductivity has been calculated for channels of various widths. The radius of
the particle remains fixed. Therefore, the increasing channel width results in a decrease in
the volume fraction of the solid particle.
Figure 5.2 shows the calculated thermal conductivities as a function of the channel
width. As the channel size increases, the volume fraction of particles in the system de-
creases. With the exception of the first point (in which the particle is less than 3σ away
from the walls of the channel), a linear relationship governs the thermal conductivity with
the channel width:
y = −0.0009x + 0.167 (5.1.1)
The thermal conductivity of pure argon (red curve) shows an entirely diﬀerent pattern to
that for the nanofluid. It is lower for narrow channels and slightly increases with increasing
channel width. Hence, in this case, the enhanced thermal conductivity in narrower channels
is related to the nanoparticle and not to the eﬀect of confinement on any (pure) liquid.
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Figure 5.2: Thermal conductivity of the nanofluid (blue) and pure argon (red) as a function of the
channel width. The black line is obtained through regression of all but the first point of the thermal
conductivity of the nanofluid
We briefly digress to explain the diﬀerences between the relationship of the thermal
conductivity and channel width found in this section (figure 5.2) with the behaviour de-
scribed in chapter 4 (see figures 4.7 and 4.11b). Firstly, the solid-liquid interaction used
in this section (εwl = 0.6ϵ) is lower than the majority of the studies in the preceding
chapter (εwl = 0.8ϵ). We have shown that this significantly lowers the long-range ef-
fects of the thermal conductivity (see figure 4.9). Furthermore, the values of the channel
width considered here are greater than 10σ. According to our results, for the same density
(ρ = 0.84ρ∗), the long range eﬀects decay rapidly at channel widths Ly ≥ 10σ (see figure
4.7). Finally, in this section we calculate the total thermal conductivity and not only the
components in the parallel directions. The conductivity in the direction normal to the wall
is known to be impaired under such severe confinement [155]. This is also evident from the
HFACF in the normal direction (see figure 4.13b). The curves take negative values due to
the backscattering of phonons rather than extending and gradually decaying as in the x and
z directions [34]. This anisotropy is further discussed for nanofluids later in this section.
Figure 5.3 plots the same thermal conductivities as a function of the particle loading.
The values predicted by the classical model (equation 2.4.1) are also plotted. As the volume
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fraction increases, the MD results predict significantly higher thermal conductivities, while
as the particle loading approaches zero the two converge close to ≈ 0.132W/mK, which is
the thermal conductivity of liquid argon at temperature 0.71kB/ϵ [134].
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Figure 5.3: Thermal conductivity of the nanofluid as a function of the volume fraction
The radial distribution function (RDF) in figure 5.4 shows the nature of the liquid distri-
bution around the nanoparticle. As the channel width increases, the density of the nanolayer
around the particle decreases, with the density diﬀerences being larger between the layers
10 and 17 (figure 5.4).
The density profiles of the argon atoms close to the channel walls are shown in fig-
ure 5.5. In contrast to the particle nano-layer which decreases in density with increasing
channel size, the local maxima of the layers close to the wall seem to increase. The two
phenomena are not independent. For small channel widths, the particle pulls argon atoms
away from the liquid layers close to the wall. This lowers the maxima of the density pro-
files.
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Figure 5.4: Radial distribution function of the liquid around the nanoparticle
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Figure 5.5: Density profiles of the liquid close to the channel wall
We also investigate the anisotropic behaviour of thermal conductivity with respect to
the x, y (normal to the walls) and z direction. The thermal conductivity in the y direction
increases when increasing the channel width and gradually reaches a plateau (figure 5.6).
This is the opposite of the behaviour of thermal conductivity in the directions parallel to
the channel walls (figure 5.2). The anisotropy in the y direction is attributed to the lower
collision frequencies between the argon atoms, near the wall, which results in a less eﬃcient
transfer of energy. Past papers have confirmed a similar behaviour in pure liquids (with no
nano-particles) [155, 169]. The slight deviation of the results from the plateau for the largest
channel width (figure 5.2) is due to fluctuations arising from the Green-Kubo approach.
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Figure 5.6: Thermal conductivity of nanofluid in the y direction as a function of the channel width
The anisotropic behaviour in the direction normal to the walls is also reflected in the
Mean Square Displacement (MSD) for diﬀerent channel widths (figure 5.7b). Although
the MSD is considered to provide uncertain results for the diﬀusion coeﬃcient in confined
fluids, it clearly shows here, in a qualitative manner, the anisotropy in the y direction, where
the MSD curves reach a plateau for diﬀerent channel widths.
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Figure 5.7: Total MSD (5.7a) and its component in the normal direction (5.7b directions)
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5.1.3 Summary
To summarise this section, we have studied the thermal conductivity of an argon-copper
nanofluid confined in a nanochannel. The results reveal that, in addition to the increasing
volume fraction, confinement can also enhance the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid.
Furthermore, an investigation of the liquid distribution shows that this is due to the organ-
ised liquid structures forming around the nanoparticle. From small channel widths, the
density and thickness of these nanolayers increases significantly. This order imposed on
the system is responsible for the enhancement of the thermal conductivity. Finally, the
anisotropic behaviour of nanofluids was investigated, showing that the thermal conductiv-
ity in the direction normal to the walls increases when increasing the channel width. This
behaviour deviates from the results for total thermal conductivity. It is a product of the
impaired atomic motion in the normal direction due to the severe spatial restriction, which
lowers the eﬃciency of heat transfer.
5.2 Water-Copper
In this section we study a nanofluid composed of a copper particle suspended in liquid
water. The nanofluid is confined in a nanochannel made of graphene walls. We investigate
how the thermal conductivity changes with increasing volume fraction, for various channel
widths.
5.2.1 Computational Model
The computational model consists of water molecules confined in a channel of nanometer
characteristic dimensions. The walls of the channel are fixed perpendicular to the z direc-
tion (parallel to the xy plane). This might be slightly confusing as in all other studies the
channels were perpendicular to the y direction (the change is related to implementation de-
tails in LAMMPS). Lz, the distance separating the walls (in the z direction),is a parameter
of interest to this study and is therefore varied across diﬀerent cases. Periodic boundary
conditions are used along the x and y direction, emulating the perpetual continuation of
the channel. In the z direction, the boundaries coincide with the walls and fixed boundary
conditions are used.
Each set of walls consists of two graphene planes. In each plane, the carbon atoms
are arranged in a hexagonal tessellation (see section 3.1). The length of the sides of these
hexagons is 1.42
o
A. The carbon atoms are tethered to their initial lattice positions via spring
potentials with κ = 500.
Interactions between carbon atoms are modelled using LJ potentials with ϵ = 0.0684
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Figure 5.8: Schematic representation of atomistic model. The oxygen (light blue) and hydrogen
(light pink) make up the water molecule. The copper nanoparticle (green) can be seen slightly
protruding in the centre
and σ = 3.407
o
A [170].
Generally 4-site models are more accurate. However, here we use the SPC/Fw model
[14] for its simplicity. Furthermore this model accurately portrays the behaviour of water
under the conditions considered here (i.e. room temperature). The intermolecular interac-
tions are given by equation 3.2.8. Intramolecular degrees of freedom are modelled using
equation 3.2.9. The parameters for the SPC/Fw are given in table 3.3.
The graphene walls, the water molecules and the copper particle interact through a
Lennard-Jones potential (equation 3.2.3). The parameters are calculated using the Lorentz-
Berthelot mixing rules (equations 3.2.4 and 3.2.5) and are given in table 5.1
The simulation step used is δt = 1 f s. After an initial equilibration phase of 130, 000 f s
the simulations are performed for a further 10 × 106 f s. The state of the walls is updated
according to the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble whereas the positions and momenta of
the nanofluid atoms are taken from the canonical ensemble(NVT). For the calculation of
the HFACF a correlation length of 2 × 103 f s is used.
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Atoms ϵ(Kcal/mole) σ(Å)
C - C 0.0684 3.407
C - O 0.3920 3.19
C - H 0 3.82
Cu - C 0.8096 2.838
Cu - H 0.2720 1.625
C - O 1.1981 2.693
Cu - Cu 9.57 2.270
Table 5.1: Lennard Jones parameters between atoms of the system. C represent the carbon atoms
of the graphene walls, H and O represent the hydrogen and oxygen atoms of the water molecules
and Cu refers to the copper atoms that constitute the nanoparticle
5.2.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.9 shows the calculated thermal conductivities as a function of the volume fraction
φ for various channel widths. The nature of the curves, parabolic rather than the linear
behaviour predicted by the classical eﬀective medium theory based models, is similar to
previous investigations that studied unrestricted nanofluids [140].
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Figure 5.9: Thermal conductivity of the nanofluid as a function of the volume fraction for 3 diﬀerent
wall separations.
Although all curves have the same shape, they are separated by an oﬀset. The narrower
channels have significantly higher thermal conductivity. Figure 5.10 shows the same res-
ults against the wall separation distance. All curves present a diminishing pattern as the
channel width increases. This is true even in the absence of a particle (i.e. 0% volume frac-
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tion). In the narrowest channel, the thermal conductivity of pure water is ≈ 3.048W/mK;
approximately five times that of bulk water (≈ 0.6W/mK). This should come as no surprise
following the previous chapter (chapter 4). However, our goal here is to study how the
thermal conductivity is enhanced as a direct result of the particle loading.
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Figure 5.10: Thermal conductivity of nanofluid as a function of the wall separation for 4 diﬀerent
volume fractions.
To find the enhancement against the particle loading we normalise the thermal conduct-
ivities by the value of pure water in the same channel (figure 5.11). At low volume fractions,
the enhancements seem to coincide for all channel widths. However, as the volume frac-
tion increases, enhancement is greater for the wider channels. For a particle concentration
φ = 2.75%, there is a 10% increase in the thermal conductivity of the base liquid of the
94Å-width channel compared to that of width 34Å.
So far we have shown that, although the absolute thermal conductivity increases with
decreasing channel width, at least part of this enhancement is independent of the particle.
On the contrary, in narrower channels an increasing volume fraction results in a smaller
increase in the thermal conductivity. To explore the origins of this behaviour, the structure
of the liquid particles is analysed. Figure 5.12 shows the density profiles of two channels
with diﬀerent wall separation distances for pure water and a nanofluid with particle loading
φ = 2.76%. In both cases the addition of the particle pulls the density layers close to
the wall towards the centre of the channel. However, in the channel with smaller width,
the particle is closer to the walls. Its eﬀect on the liquid stratification is therefore much
greater. In turn this completely disfigures the density profiles, in comparison to those with
pure water (figure 5.12a). In fact, the oscillatory nature of the profiles is almost entirely
flattened. (As shown in the oﬀset of figure 5.12a, there is a lack of symmetry between the
profiles close to the two walls. This indicates that the particle has spent most of its time
closer to the upper wall, which is why the profiles on the right hand side are more distorted)
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Figure 5.11: Normalized thermal conductivity of the nanofluid as a function of the volume fraction
for 3 diﬀerent wall separations.
(a) 30Å wall separation distance
(b) 60Å wall separation distance
Figure 5.12: Density profiles for pure water (φ = 0%) and a nanofluid with particle loading φ =
2.75% for two diﬀerent wall separation distances
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As the channel walls are pulled further apart, the eﬀect of the particle on the liquid
structure becomes less intense (figure 5.12b). In the wider channel, the density peaks are
still displaced significantly. Furthermore, the maxima of the peaks are lowered. However,
the profiles preserve their oscillatory pattern.
We therefore believe that the enhancement of the thermal conductivity with the particle
loading is impaired at narrower channel widths due to the damage caused to the liquid
structure by the particle. This explains the results of figure 5.11. However, this is not purely
the result of the interaction between the nanoparticle and liquid. It also reflects the inability
of the hydrophobic graphene to hold on to its neighbouring water molecules. Under a
diﬀerent wall-liquid interaction, the eﬀect of the nanoparticle on the stratified liquid can
be significantly less. This is validated in the previous section in which the walls were
interacting (relatively) strongly with the argon particles. The addition of the nanoparticle
slightly lowered the local maxima of the thermal density profiles close to the walls. It
did not displace them or change their shape as in the current case (see figure 5.5). We
believe that the eﬀect of confinement on the thermal conductivity of nanofluids depends
significantly on how the various materials interact with each other.
The displacement of the liquid water towards the centre of the channel can also sig-
nificantly aﬀect the Kapitza resistance (thermal resistance at the solid-liquid interface) of
the system. With the addition of the particle, the water is not wetting the graphene surface
as much. This lack of contact results in a less eﬃcient energy transfer between the liquid
and solid phases [156, 171]. Depending on the specific application, this can have devast-
ating results (e.g. if the heat is supposed to be conducted into the liquid through the walls
rather than the start of the channel). Therefore for practical use, the interaction between the
particle, liquid and walls must be considered carefully.
5.2.3 Summary
To summarise this section, we have studied the eﬀect of confinement on a water-copper
nanofluid confined between graphene walls. The initial observation is that the thermal
conductivity, for all volume fractions of the particle, increases with decreasing channel
width. However, we know from the previous chapter that confinement enhances the thermal
conductivity of liquids even in the absence of a particle. In order to isolate the eﬀect of the
particle on the thermal conductivity, we calculate the thermal conductivities normalised
by the value of pure water under the same confinement. Surprisingly, we find that the
enhancement is in fact smaller in narrower channels. We attribute this behaviour to the
particle’s destructive eﬀect on the stratified liquid close to the solid walls. This is a result
of the hydrophobic graphene walls which are unable to hold the structure of the water
molecules close to them, as the particle pulls them towards the centre of the channel. This
distortion of the liquid structure can also have significant eﬀects on the thermal resistance
at the solid-liquid interface. Such outcome might be highly undesirable in cases where the
excess heat is entering through the channel walls.
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5.3 Conclusions
In this section we have studied how confinement aﬀects the thermal conductivity of nano-
fluids. The main findings can be summarised as follows:
• The thermal conductivity of a confined copper-argon nanofluid increases with in-
creasing volume fraction, beyond the predictions of classical models (equation 2.4.1)
• In very narrow channels, the thermal conductivity presents an unexpected jump. This
is attributed to the structured nanolayers formed around the particle, which are greater
in width and density than in the wider channels.
• The thermal conductivity of confined liquids is anisotropic. Furthermore, in the y dir-
ection, the thermal conductivity increases with increasing channel width, even when
the volume fraction is decreasing. This suggests that confinement might actually
have a greater influence on the thermal conductivity of liquids than the percentage of
particles in the system (at least for the volume fractions considered here).
• The thermal conductivity of a copper-water nanofluid increases with decreasing chan-
nel width for all volume fractions
• By considering the normalised thermal conductivities, the enhancement of the nano-
fluid purely due to the adding and increasing particle loading decreases at narrower
channels. This decrease is attributed to the destructive eﬀect that the particle has on
the liquid structure close to the channel walls.
• The eﬀect of the particle on the density profiles is not consistent between diﬀerent
nanofluids. It is the hydrophobic nature of graphene that allows the particle to pull
the water molecules towards the center of the channel. This phenomenon is absent in
the cases of a copper-argon nanofluid confined between indealised walls.
• The displacement of the water away from the channel walls might have undesirable
eﬀects on the Kapitza resistance.
• Generally, the materials (for the liquid, particle and channel) cannot be considered
independently. Instead, the interactions between them and their resulting eﬀects must
be carefully considered for any practical application.
C H A P T E R 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The technological advances of the last few decades resulted in overheating of electronic
devices. The resulting high temperatures can cause the circuits to malfunction and even
permanently damage the device. The thermal conductivity of traditional materials, such as
aluminium and copper, cannot compensate for the generated heat. Although liquid cooling
is more eﬀective, highly demanding applications (e.g.military systems) are beyond their
capacity.
The work of this thesis has made contributions towards potential improvements of
thermal management techniques. A review of the literature identified nanofluids as a prom-
ising candidates as cooling liquids. However, a lack of understanding as to the physical
behaviour of these systems is holding them back from commercial use. We have carried
out molecular studies to gain insight, from first principles, into the eﬀect of confinement on
such systems. During this investigation, we have also found that even pure liquids transfer
heat in an entirely diﬀerent manner when restricted spatially. The main conclusions of the
thesis can be summarised as follows:
• The thermal conductivity of copper-argon nanofluids increases along with the level
of confinement. This increase is attributed to the structured liquid layering around
the nanoparticles, which increase in both thickness and density in narrower channels.
• The thermal conductivity of nanofluids in nanochannels is anisotropic. The total
thermal conductivity increases with decreasing channel width (as explained in the
previous point). However, it decreases in the direction normal to the walls, even
with decreasing volume fraction of the nanoparticle. This shows that the eﬀect of
confinement is actually greater on a liquid than the eﬀect of the particle loading.
• The thermal conductivity of a water-copper nanofluid confined in graphene walls
also increases with decreasing channel width. This is true for all volume fractions.
However, normalising these thermal conductivities by that of pure water (0% volume
fraction) in the same channel, it is clearly shown that the increase is entirely due
to the level of confinement. In fact, these normalised thermal conductivities show
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that the eﬀect of the particle loading might be less significant in narrower channels.
Following these results, our interest was diverted to the confinement of pure liquids.
• Fluids under confinement form structured layers close, and parallel to the channel
walls. These solid-like layers enable the propagation of phonons with a longer mean
free path, relative to those in unrestricted liquids. This can significantly enhance the
thermal conductivity.
• Based on studies on solid crystals [135], we decomposed the thermal conductivity
of confined liquids into its (normal) short-range, diﬀusive component and its long-
range, ballistic components. As the channel width increases, the eﬀect of long range
phonons quickly decays to zero.
• The thermal conductivity of a liquid under confinement increases with decreasing
density. This is a very interesting finding as it contradicts the behaviour of unrestric-
ted liquids. Under no spatial restriction, an increasing density results in an increased
frequency of particle collisions and a more eﬃcient transfer of energy. In this in-
vestigation however, we have shown that under confinement, the extra availability of
space allows atoms to vibrate more. Phonons travel over longer distances due to the
lower frequency of collisions and the thermal conductivity is increased. Furthermore,
for lower densities, the long range eﬀects of the thermal conductivity persist in much
wider channels.
• The thermal conductivity of confined liquids increases due to the availability of more
energetic phonons.
• The thermal conductivity of confined liquids is higher for hydrophilic walls. As the
strength of the interaction between the wall and the liquid increases, the liquid atoms
close to the walls become more solid-like. This allows a more eﬃcient propagation
of phonons.
In this work we have identified phenomena which, to the best of our knowledge, have
not been discovered and documented before. These can potentially play an important role in
the design and optimisation of thermal management tools. However, the findings presented
here are still in their infancy. A significant amount of both experimental and computational
work is still required to advance from a theoretical framework to practical solutions. The
major concrete steps required are:
• The most important future step is experimental verification. We appreciate the dif-
ficulty in conducting experiments in nanochannels that directly correspond to our
simulations. The main two challenges are
– Our models have used walls with no roughness. This approach provides an
idealised, upper limit. However, even the most modern nanofabrication tech-
niques cannot produce channels with entirely smooth walls.
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– Experimentally measuring the thermal conductivity in nanochannels is a com-
plicated task. We do not know of any equipment which can accurately make
such observations without interfering with the system itself.
• Following the experimental challenges of the previous point, an important next step
with respect to computational modelling is to introduce roughness on the channel
walls. In recent years, there are a number of papers providing methodologies for
modelling realistic surfaces [172, 173] (e.g. using fractals). Investigations have
shown that, although nanoflows exhibit slippage when the channel walls are smooth,
the introduction of roughness quickly realises the macroscopic no-slip conditions. It
is therefore of practical importance to see if the phenomena discovered here would
also vanish under more realistic conditions. Such areas are currently being investig-
ated within our research group.
• The general understanding is that the thermodynamic behaviour of confined liquids
and nanofluids is delicate and susceptible to changes in the system. It is of interest
to see how the long range component of the thermal conductivity changes under flow
conditions. We believe that for low flow rates such eﬀects will still be evident. A
particularly interesting example with practical implications, is to study the thermal
behaviour of fluids moving through a wick via capillary forces.
• The results presented here are only limited to nanochannels. A big step forward
is to see how some of the eﬀects introduced in our studies scale in microchannels.
As explained in the introduction, in such systems the computational complexity of
MD becomes overwhelming. In recent years however, significant advances have
been made in mesoscale and hybrid molecular continuum (HMCM) methods. Such
multiscale approaches should be used to see whether long range phonons still persist
in larger channels for low-density liquids (since the long-range components of the
thermal conductivity in high-density liquids vanished in wide nanochannels).
To summarise, we believe that the research described in this thesis has introduced in-
teresting theoretical and practical concepts that should be useful in the design and un-
derstanding of novel means of cooling electronic systems. Although further research and
development will be necessary before these ideas can be exploited in practical applications,
the potential benefits are significant and our research group is already taking the next steps
in this direction.
Appendices
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C H A P T E R A
Reduced Units
Reduced units, also referred to as Lennard-Jones Units, are dimensionless units of meas-
urement. They are frequently used instead of traditional units (e.g. International System of
Units) for molecular simulations of monatomic systems whose interactions are governed
by LJ potentials.
The basic concept is that the unit of any quantity can be expressed as a combination of
the parametersm∗, σ∗ and ε∗. Although we can set these arbitrarily, most studies set them to
the mass and Lennard-Jones parameters of argon: m∗ = 6.63385×10−26, ε∗ = 1.65×10−21J
and σ∗ = 0.3405nm. Using these values, table A.1 converts some useful quantities to SI
units.
Quantity Reduced Unit SI Unit
Energy ε∗ 1.65 × 10−21J
Length σ∗ 0.3405nm
Mass m∗ 6.63385 × 10−26kg
Temperature T ∗ 121.0145K
Density ρ∗ 1680.3Kg/m3
Time t∗ 2.1461 × 10−12s
Thermal Conductivity λ∗ 0.018885W/mK
Viscosity η∗ 9.07818 × 10−5kg/m.s
Table A.1: Reduced units
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